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I

THE MORSE MONTE CARLO CODE

I. Introduction

The MORSE code is a large general-use muitigroup Monte Carlo code system.1 Although no claims can be made

regarding its superiority in either theoretical details or Monte Carlo techniques, IvCORSE has been, since its inception at

ORNL in the late 1960s, the most widely used Monte Carlo radiation transport code. The principal reason for this popular-

ity is that MORSE is relatively easy to use, independent of any installation or distribution center, and it can be easily cus-

tomized to fit almost any specific need.

Some of the features associated with the MORSE code system and its implementation are:

• IBM. CRAY, CDC. UNIVAC. and VAX computer system code packages from the Radiation Shielding Infor-

mation Center (RSIC) at ORNL, ' •

• neutrons and/or gamma rays (uncharged particles), ' ^

• multiplying and non-multiplying media,

• fixed source or eigenvalue,

• static or time dependent, • '

• forward or adjoint, • . .

• cross section and/or albedo data,

• regular or delta scattering,

• discrete ordinates coupling for source and/or response function,

• >.

• general combinatorial geometry including a torus,

• multiple array nesting for finite or infinite geometry lattices.



• two- and three-dimensional geometry picture drawing,

• collision density plots,

• many standard variance reduction techniques,

• ANISN and DTF-IV library multigroup cross section and anisotropic scattering formats, including upscatter for

any number of thermal energy groups, •

• use of separate Klein-Nishina, pair production, and photoelectric reactions for gamma-ray next-event estimation,

I
• history file for post-processing of results,

• a "user friendly" framework of routines and other aids which alleviates much of the effort necessary for user-

written routines, ' . .

• a large library of 'standard* user routines which may be used directly or serve as models for further modifica-

tion, and ' ' *:

• • • • • • . . • • • • . ' • . !

• a plethora of related literature and documentation describing the code, multigroup and general theory, program-:
1

ming details, debugging aids, error messages, flow charts, input/output, sample problems, applications, interpce-'
• *

tation of results, and other capabilities and limitations.

It is the use of the ANISN format cross sections that has given MORSE much of its installation independence. The use

of the ORNL discrete ordinates codes ANISN2 and DOT3 has become so widespread that the capability to produce ANISN

library multigroup cross sections is almost always present wherever MORSE is to be implemented. Otherwise, the user of

MORSE is like the user of a continuous energy Monte Carlo code. He is at the mercy of the code distribution center or the

code's home installation for cross sections, or he must process his own cross sections.' However, gaining proficiency in the'

theory and application of cross-section processing code systems (AMPX4 or SCALE,1 for example, for MORSE) is of tbe

same order of difficulty as that for the Monte Carlo codes. Cross-section processing for multigroup Monte Carlo codes is

more difficult than that for continuous energy codes J - .



in the sense that considerably more physics must be addressed in the form of spectral weighting, resonance self-shielding,

etc. (most continuous energy codes have capabilities for "pseudo-point" cross sections whose creation contains some of these

effects but to a lesser degree).

MORSE does not use the laws of collision mechanics to determine scattering distributions for specific nuclides and reac-

tion types, but it uses a discrete ordinates-typc group-to-group transfer (scattering) matrix for each material mixture. The

details of the collision mechanics have been absorbed into the multigroup cross-section processing. In a sense, the use of

MORSE can be thought of as an extension of ANISN or DOT (or similar codes) into three dimensions. The traditional use

of Monte Carlo is ihc "method of last resort" due 10 geometrical complexities where the approximations in one- or two-

dimensional analysis are judged to be inadequate. If there is some improper use or creation of the cross sections for the dis-

crete ordinates code, then use of the same cross section;in MORSE may give no improvement in the results.

To summarize this discussion, MORSE uses the same type of multigroup cross sections as several widely used discrete

ordinates codes. If expertise in the theory, creation, and application of the cross sections already exists at an installation or

institution, the implementation of MORSE there is greatly simplified. The user must always remember that cross-section

processing can never be neglected simply because a Monte Carlo code is being used, especially multigroup Monte Carlo.

The treatment necessary for a criticality calculation may differ greatly from that for a deep-penetration calculation. As with

discrete ordinates codes, a knowledge of the proper generation and use of the cross sections is often more important than a

knowledge of the inter mechanisms of the multigroup Monte Carlo code.

If the decision to use a Monte Carlo code is based on the desire to obtain more differentiality in results in terms of

energy, angle, nuclides, and reaction types, rather than the need for a three-dimensional geometry, then perhaps a continuous

energy code is more appropriate than MORSE. However, much of the stigma attached to MORSE with respect to this dif-

ferentiality is unjustified, as will be explained in the next section.

The multigroup structure of MORSE provides many advantages over continuous energy codes. Because they use the

same cross sections, MO3SE and discrete ordinates code results may be compared for determination of purely geometric

effect*. MORSE-discrete ordinates coupling is Also facilitated because of nie cross sections, «s well « use of discrete
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ordinates generated albedo data. The adjoint calculation option, either singularly or discrete ordinates-coupled, is a rela-

tively simple task to implement.

In addition to its use for general reactor and shielding applications, MORSE has had much utilization as a pure research

tool for academic purposes. This is in part due to its multigroup formulation and in part due to its amenability to modifica-

tion, as explained in the next paragraph. Some specific theoretical or Monte Carlo technique can be easily isolated and

studied in detail independent of other effects (e.g.. a one-group problem to study a phenomenon associated only with the

transport process). As a result. MORSE has been used as the basic code in many theses and dissertations.

One of the initial disadvantages a user first encounters in using MORSE can, in time, become a great advantage. This is

the necessity for user-written subroutines to describe the source, estimate the results, and do other optional tasks. Due to the

longtime and widespread use of MORSE, many 'standard* user routines exist which may be used directly or easily modified.

All MORSE documentation has been directed toward this user orientation (see Sect. Vttfor updates to the manual). The

original manual.* though now out of date in many aspects, contains diagrammed flow charts for all routines, and it is still

applicable in this respect. The current manual contains a wealth of information for users in terms of subroutine and com-

mon descriptions, variable definitions and locations, computer memory requirements, error messages, etc. The RSIC code •

package contains the input/output, documentation, and special routines for many representative sample problems.

Before beginning with a detailed description of various parts of the code, a specification must be made as to what code is

being described. Due to some of the items discussed above, there are many codes called MORSE. The enly code directly

made reference to in this presentation is that distributed in the RSIC code package CCC 2Q3X, where X designates a panic- ;
i

ular computer system. The core of this package is the ORNL version of MORSE-CG1 (Combinatorial Geometry, originally

developed for the SAM7 code). MORSE-CG is the most direct descendant of the original MORSE code,6 and it is main-

tained for RSIC by Mrs. M. fi. Emmett who provides RSIC with timely updates from the in-house cods. The RSIC code

library contains packages for seven other MORSE code systems which differ in some ways from CCC 203X. Most of these

have been contributed to RSIC from other installations where MORSE has been modified according to local needs. To add

to ibis sometimes resulting confusion, there exists at ORNL a more recent MORSE called MORSE-SGC* (Super Group

Combinatorial geometry). Although there are some similarities, MORSE-SGC is essentially a completely different code



from the other versions, and it lacks many of the features of the other codes. The super group capability is the same as that

in KENO-V* and provides a capability for use of the code on small computer systems. It was for the SCALE code system

version of MORSE-SGC that the MARS (Multiple Array System) capability was created. This finite-lattice array-nesting

feature has been recently incorporated into MORSE CG, and it is the only item interchangeable between the two ORNL

codes.



II. Cross Sections

Due to the relative ease of generating ANISN format multigroup cross sections, only a nominal number

of cross-section libraries are distributed with the RSIC code packages for MORSE. Many code systems,

such as AMPX and SCALE (both available from RSIC), produce these cross sections and/or convert other

library formats to ANISN format. A review of multigroup cross-section processing is given in Refer-

ence 10. RSIC has a Data Library Collection (DLC) for distribution separate from any codes which con-

tains many sets of processed cross sections.

II.A Angular scattering • '

The angular scattering treatment in MORSE is created by discretizing a P,V(M) Leg^endre polynomial

expansion such that the N + 1 mathematical moments of the discrete distribution are the same as that of the
:

i

continuous truncated polynomial The excruciating details of the entire development of the generalized

Gaussian quadrature scheme to generate the discrete distribution are given in the MORSE manual (Sec-

tions 4.5 and 4.11). The result is a set of N - H equations giving ( N + l ) / 2 discrete angles (actually angle

cosines) and (N+1) /2 probabilities. These discrete angles are located near the peaks of the angular distri-

bution but with enough dispersion to account for the entire cosine range (• 1 < M < 1). If N is not odd, the

method reverts to the next lowest odd integer. The P, term corresponds to the group-to-group energy trans-

fer probability, 2 , - ^ / 2 , . where the group scattering cross section 2 , is the sum over all g' including the

whhin-group scattering term (;'Mg). For isotropic scattering, only the P, term is used.

In making cursory observations of these scattering techniques, it must be noted that these discrete angles

are laboratory system scattering angles, i.e., the angle between the incoming and outgoing particle direc-

tions. They are not fixed in space and should never be confused with the fixed angular quadrature used in

discrete ordinates analysis. These discrete scattering angles will in general be different for each group-to-

group transfer for each mixture of nuclides, and the azimuthal angle is chosen isoiropictlly. Thus with only

s small amount of multiple scattering, the continuous anjtular phase space is as adequately described ac for
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other averaging or weighted Monte Carlo processes. With source distributions which create an initial angu-

lar dispersion, low order PjV truncations are adequate. A P3 expansion is used for many problem types. (It

was the success of the original KENO criticality multigroup Monte Carlo code. Pi expansion and 16 groups,

and that of the ANISN and DOT discrete ordinates codes for deep penetration that led to the creation of

MORSE. Its subsequent success, coupled with a decline in funding for pure code development, has contrib-

uted to the decline and eventual demise of the ORNL continuous energy Monte Carlo program - 05Rn

and its successors O6R.12, ESP.13 and others.)

There are situations where certain cumbinations uf problem characteristics coupled with this angular

treatment may produce discrete ordinates-type "ray effects," i.e., non-physical perturbations in the angular

distributions and subsequent results. Among these characteristics are:

• low order PiV expansion, • ...••• ..

• little or no multiple scattering,

• highly directional-dependent angular source distribution, and

• a significant fraction of low Z (atomic weight) nuclides in the medium mixture.

One of these items appearing singly rarely causes trouble. An increase in the PA expansion order will

usually overcome any trouble associated with the above items.14 The computer memory requirements and,

to a lesser extent, the computation time will increase with larger N. For large N (>7) requests there may

be insufficient data or the data may be faulty. In this case, the code win revert to the highest acceptable N

and print appropriate warning messages. There exist other mnltigroup angular treatments (see, for exam-

pie. Reference 15); however, the comparison of these methods becomes somewhat difficult for mixtures of

nudides."



The angular scattering method in MORSE always gives non-negative distributions and precludes nega-

tive weights in the random walks. The next-event estimation process, however, uses directly the continuous

distribution, which will in general have some narrow intervals of negativity. Although this is rarely a prob-

lem for neutrons, gamma-ray results from the standard method can be erroneous due to the inability to ade-

quately describe the Compton scattering energy-angle delta function relationship with a low-order polyno-

mial expansion. For this reason a special gamma-ray estimation procedure has been recently developed

which uses the real (non-polynomial) scattering distribution (sec Section V.E.3).

II.B. Cross-sceiion flexibility

Differentiality in MORSE results can be increased by increasing the number of energy groups or the

number of angular intervals in the estimation procedure input data. Differentiality in results with respect to

individual nuclides and reaction types can be obtained by certain manipulations in the MORSE cross sec-

tion input procedure for later use in the estimation routines. This cannot be as general as for a continuous

energy code and will require some extra effort and computer memory (see Section V.F).
t ' -

i

There must exist a cross-section mixture (called "medium" in MORSE) for cash geometry medium, and

tbese must have corresponding integer identification numbers (for a convenient exception to this, see Section

V.K). There may also exist extra cross section media that are not needed in the geometry description but

may be used for estimating certain quantities. (In all but the simplest MORSE calculations, the cross-

section files should be created independently of the rest of the calculation, using the XCHEKR module- see

pages 4.3-11 to 4.3-14 in the manual - and the definition of IXTAPE and JXTAPE. These files can be

scrutinized for verification and saved for later calculations where the extra cross sections may be needed in

the geometry.)

As an cxamplc;consider a situation where it is desired to obtain specific information concerning (1) total

collisions. (2) absorption, (3) scattering, (4) fission production, or (5) gamma production from 2J3U in a

mixture of other fissile and/or moderator materials. The crow-seciion atedium with the correct mixture of



M5U and other nuclides is used in the random walk geometry. Another cross-section medium is created

containing only 235U. This extra cross-section medium is never referenced in the random walk geometry but

is available for use in estimator routines for determining the specific desired quantities mentioned above (see

Section V.F). It is not required that the extra nuclide actually appear in the system, as is the case some-

times for the determination of central reactivity worths. If further reaction type detail is wanted, e.g., the

scattering contribution from a specific inelastic level, the original processing code (such as AMPX) must be

rerun. An extra nuclide file would be created here whose entire scattering cross section would consist only

of that for the desired level. This extra nuclide is then processed by MORSE into an extra medium and

utilized in certain estimator routines as described previously.

II.C. Cross-section processing . . • .' •. ' •

The cross-section storage in MORSE is now given according to IHT, the position of the total cross sec-

tion in the ANISN library cross-section table (input card XB). The general positions are given in Table 1

for primary particles. For a coupled neutron-gamma problem, the gamma (secondary particle) data follow

in identical form. For no up-scatter data ISGG—IHT+1. Often IHT—3 and the absorption cross section

<r« is in position 1. (The <T, is not normally used in MORSE and, in fact, does not appear in the transport

equation.) In tune libraries IHT—5 and the first two positions contain x, the fission spectrum, and af, the

fission cross section alone. MORSE does not currently process any data above table position IHT-1. The

data for the higher order coefficients follow that for Pa with data in positions equal to and above IHT hav-

ing zero values. It must be remembered that the group numbers increase as the energy decreases.

In the cross-section input (Section 4.3.3 in the manual), the nuclide identifiers (cards XD) are those

given in the cross-section library, NCOEF values for each nuclide including Po (NCOEF — 4 for Pj)

forming one set The KE values are numbered consecutively, representing an integer count of each set of

nuclide data in the order they are read from the library. If the NMIX value is wrong or if the negative ter-

minator on a KE value is missing, the code may continue processing in some cases but will produce errone-

ous data. It is convenient to number the media KM consecutively as they are created in the cros-secrinn



Table 1. Cross-Section Table Positions
PQ8i£,iP.n Cross-Section Tvpft

•

IHT-2
IHT-1
IHT
IHT+1

.

.
IHT+NGP-MDr>»
ISGG
ISGG+1

*
*

ISGG+NDS

\

(not normally
absorption, oa)used by MORSE
v x f iss ion, vof
total , o«.

c
number of
upscatter groups, a ,

g'<8 8^8
within group scatter, a

g+g
number of
downscatter groups, ff».Bi

g >g

*NGP is the number of primary groups.
NDS is the number of groups of downscatter.

Table 2. Cross Sections for Fe

Grp
1

2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

' SIQT
1.445E-01

1.312E-01

1.078E-01

1.279E-01
1.459E-01
4.218E-01
2.373E-01
3.746E-01
K.590E-01
4.630B-01
5.238E-01
1.111E-01
1.106B-01
1.300E-01
1.829E-01
6.355E-00

SIGST
1.425E-01

1.3O9E-O1

1.077B-O1

1.277B-01
1,456&-01
4.213E-01
2.367E-01
3.717B-01
4.56OE-O1
4.560E-01
4.560E-O1
1.755B-O1
1.545B-01
1.478B-O1
1.838E-O1
3.301E-01

PNOP
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

PNABS
0.9863

0.9976

0.9991

0.9984
0.9985
0.9988
0.9976
0.9924
0.9934
0.9848
0,8706
1.5798
1.3970
1.1362
1.0049
0.0519

GAMGEN
1.0099

0.4039

0.1683

0.0088
0.0041
0,0000
0.0052
0.0164
0.0149
0.0334
0.2930
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

NU»
FIS
0,0

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.5858
0.000G
0.7808
0.0000
0.8063
A A
U.U
0.95210.9911
0.9937
0.9537
0.9893
0.9845
0.9699
1.0000
0.0192
0.0675
0.1918
0.2682
1.0000

0.2492
0.0000
0.1220
o.ooon
0.0987

0.0434
0.0089
0.0063
0.0463
0.0107
0.0155
0.0301

0.0599
0.1282
0.2089
.0.7318

Downscatter
0.0743
0.0000
0.0774

0.0854

0.0009
0.0
0.0
0*0
0.0
0.0

0.0597
0.0782
0.5993

0.0458

0.0182

0.0096

0.0033
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0419
0.7262

Probability
0.0369

0.0015

0.0000

0.0003
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.8193

*

0.0060

0.0001

0.0000

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0015

0.0000

o.o.
0.0
0.0

•

0.0005

0.0000

0.0

0.0

•
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input and to give the geometry media input corresponding values. The NCOEF should be an even number

(odd PjV expansion since NCOEF - N+1) and the number of discrete angles NSCT — NCOEF/2.

See Section II.A for a discussion of the PlV approximation. If scattering distributions for next-event estima-

tion are needed, ISTAT must be non-zero. The various print options can generate much data if activated.

The point cross-section option requires an O6R cross-section capability and has been little used.

Examples of standard cross-section output listings arc given in Tables 2-4. This medium (here for Fc,

but the number of nuciides is immaterial) is for a coupled 11-ncutron-group 5-gamma-ray-group P3 calcula-

tion. In Table 2 the column headings arc:

GRP - group number, the highest neutron energy group is 1 and the highest

gamma-ray energy group is (2 ' '••

SIGT - S r .

SIGST - Z s * . •

PNUP - probability of upscatter

PNABS - scattering (non-absorption) probability SA /2 r , sometimes > 1

because of (nju) neutron reactions and pair production of gamma rays

GAMGEN - gamma-ray production, 72 T /Z r

NU*FIS - fission production * 2 / / 2 r . • . \ "

The downscattering table indicates that for the first neutron group 58.58% of scatten will be within

group 1, 24.92% will be group 1 to group 2, and there is no scatter from group 1 to the last three neutron

groups. Table 3 breaks the gamma-ray production from each neutron group into probabilities for .each of

the five gamma-ray groups. The cumulative probabilities and scattering angle cosines are given for each

group-to-group transfer in Table 4. With orobability 0.5003, a neutron scattering from group 1 to group 2

has a scattering angle cosine of -0.5767, and with probability 0.4997 this cosine is 0.5892. The -1.0 proba-

bility signals the code that the distribution is isotropic . . .



Table 3 . Neutron to Gamma Transfers for Fe
Neut. Group GAMGEN Transfer Probabilities

1.0099E-00 0.0000 0.0171 0.2787 0.2784 0.4258
4.0395E-01 0.0 0.0006 0.1026 0.1632 0.7336
1.6828E-01 0.0 0.0040 0.0C43 0.0025 0.9892
8.7923E-03 0.0 0.1262 0.1361 0.0397 0.6980
4.1052E-03 0.0 0.2590 0.2745 0.0794 0.3871
2.3119E-05 0.0 0.2642 0.2720 0.0779 0.3859
5.2124E-03 0.0 0.3695 0.2707 0.0781 0.2818
1.6371E-02 0.0 0.3760 0.2039 0.0906 0.3295
''.4887E-02 0.0 0.3623 0.1981 0.0985 0.3411
3.3447E-02 0.0 0.3623 0.1981 0.0985 0.3411
2.9303E-01 0.0 0.3605 0.1979 0.0991 0.3426

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

Table 4. Scattering Probabilities and Angles for Fe
Gp
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

14
14
14
15
15
16

to Gp
1

. 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
3
4
5
6

14
15
16
15
15
16

PR 0B
0.8951
0.5003
-1.0000
-1.0000
-1.0000
-1.0000
-1.0000
-1.0000
-1 .0000
-1.0000
-1.0000
0.6948
0.5342

-1.0000
-1.0000
-1.0000
-1 .0000
-1.0000
-1.0000
-1.0000
-1.0000
0.6547
0.5025

-1.0000
-1.0000

0.8601
0.5455
0.5514
0.7700
0.6310
0.6251

ANGLE
. 0.8905
-0.5767
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.7976

-0.6299
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 .
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.7456

-0.6085
0.0
0.0

0.9697
0.8913
0.4744
0.9572
0.6157
0.7139

PROB
1.0000
1.0000
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0000
1.0000
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0000
1.0000
0.0
0.0

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

ANGLE
-0.4449
0.5892
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-0.5723
0.5556
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-0.6280
0.5602
0.0
0.0

0.8682
0.7158
-0.5744
0.8189

-0.5332
-0.5545
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Fission neutrons are created isotropically in MORSE. Secondary gamma rays are also produced isotrop-

ically unless the method described in the next section is implemented, in which case any aniwtropic

gamma-ray production data is used.



HI. Modes of Operation

All MORSE input is divided into three parts, each with its own energy group nomenclature.

1) Cross-section — group structure Is equal to or a subset of that

preparation found on the cross-section library

(MORSEC or XCHECKR)

2) Random walk - group structure is equal to or a subset of that

(including geometry created in the cross-section preparation

input)

3) Estimation — group structure is equal tc or a subset of that

(SAMBO analysis) used in the random walk

Table 4.1 and Section 4.4.4 (page 4.4-60) in the manual explain these concepts in terms of input variables.

Efficient manipulation of these variables can greatly reduce computer memory requirements.

III.A. Primary and secondary particles . '

Although it is convenient to think of primary and secondary panicles in terms of neutrons and gamma

rays, a' gamma-ray-only problem can be run in the primary particle mode. In fact an entire coupled

neutron-gamma-ray calculation can be made in the primary particle mode if the energy group data for all

the above three processes so indicate. This is because MORSE, with its multigroup structure, treats neu-

trons and gamma rays exactly the same for all processes (as in a discrete ordinates code). The only distinc-

tion that can be made is in the group number, and gamma-ray production can be treated simply as another

group-to-group transfer (neutron group-to-gamma group). In effect, a neutron stops and a gamma ray

begins, but because of the particle weighting and probability selection, the relative neutron and gamma-ray

populations remain correct. In the two-particle mode, the generated gamma rays are stored in the particle

•bank" and processed later. This bank is a portion of computer memory which contains all pertinent param-

eters (physical and otherwise) for each particle to be processed. The bank is initially filled from the source

parameters (input or special routine). The source input energy spectrum differential for the two particle

types is also determined solely by the group number, although primary source gamma-ray calculations can
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be made separately from the neutrons for a mixed-particle source problem. The secondary gamma rays

from neutron production can also be run separately through use of the history file feature (see Section

III.F). This would be necessary if one wanted to make some changes, such as in Importance region specifi-

cation for gamma-ray transport from that of neutron, transport and gamma-ray production.

There are several advantages to running both particle types as primary particles, but this may not

always be desirable. The gamma-ray production probabilities (input cards 0) are not needed. Gamma-ray

. groups arc selected as for any other neutron group transfer and any anisotropic production data is utilized

as for an anisotropic scattering. In the two-particle mode these input data are the probabilities of gamisa-

ray production and can be used to control (bias) the number of secondary gamma-ray particle histories in

each group and impoitancc region. In the one-particle mode the energy and region importances (cards K)

can be used for the same effect. Reference 17 gives a study of these and other possible methods of

gamma-ray production in MORSE

A special uncollidcd routine (SGAM, see Section V.E.5) is not needed in the one-panicle mode for

next-event estimation. The uncollidcd contributions from the secondary gamma rays are made automati-

cally (group-to-group transfer) in the same routine (RELCOL) for the scattered neutrons and gamma rays.

To differentiate neutron and gamma responses in any mode of operation, the NNE and NE values (cards

BB) must be set appropriately. "The neutron response function is set to zero in the gamma-ray groups, and

the gamma-ray response function is set to zero in the neutron groups (cards FF). If both response functions

arc combined into one set, then the results will be combined.

If the primary particle mode is used for time-dependent ncutron-gamma-ray calculations, a small

amount of special programming is required. In the two-patticlc mode the velocities for primary (neutron)

energy groups are determined from the group energy limits (cards F) and for secondary panicles are set to

the speed of light. In the primary-particle mode, the gamma-ray velocities must be reset to the correct

value in blank common (these values are the second set of group dependent data, see Figure 4.2 in the

manual). The programming could be done in a special SOURCE routine or in SCORIN (4.6.22) or

STRUK (4.6.26).



For energy-dependent neutron-gamma-ray flux calculations the last neutron group value for the one par-

ticle mode will be in error due to division by the incorrect AE. For time-indepeadest calculations aad AE

independent fluxes (i.e., group flux not divided by A£), the group energy limits (cards F) can be input as

unity. Only group numbers, not energy values, are used in the normal operation of the code.

HI.B. Fission neutron generation

Fission neutron production is treated in MORSE in much the same manner as for gamma-ray produc-

tion. Fission neutrons and secondary gamma rays may be produced and analyzed simultaneously in the

same calculation. The FWLOW value (card M) controls the number of fission neutrons produced by

importance region. This number is inversely proportional to the value oi FWLOW. A fission spectrum x

(cards N) must be input for each medium with a fissile nuclide. For subcritical systems with a fixed

source, this source is used to start each batch, and any fission neutrons produced are stored in the bank and

processed later in that batch. This process leads to very long batch calculation times for systems close to

critical, since the fission neutrons produce other fissions, etc. The calculation must now be done in the

eigenvalue (ke/J calculation) mode. All values on card L are set » I. The neutrons produced in one batch

(now a generation) become the source for the next batch. The ke// is the ratio of the fission weight pro-

duced in a batch to the batch source weight A MORSE ktJJ calculation will generally take more compu-

tation than that for a criticalitycode such as KENO V, since MORSE must make many code decisions for

each neutron regarding the various general options available. For both subcritical and supercritical systems,

MORSE keeps the number of neutrons per batch approximately constant by appropriate weight adjust-

ments. The initial batch source spatial distribution must be created from a user-written SOURCE routine

(Section V.D). Several batches should be skipped for source convergence before compilation of any results

begins. As with any Monte Carlo eigenvalue calculation, the average answers and statistical uncertainty

will contain an unremovable theoretical bias, which is not important for most practical applications.

It is also possible to calculate true time-dependent values of ktff and other quantities - in contrast to

the usual static mode treatment of the previous paragraph. Here a special BANKR routine is needed (one

of the sample problems has this feature, see Section VII), The normal "history-batch" concept takes on a

"batch-run" concept (NQUIT on card B is 1 in the static mode). The batches become "histories" and the
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multiple 'runs* (NQUIT values) become "batches" for the accumulation of average results and statistical

uncertainty. Some time cutoff must be set (card C) and a large number of batches (NITS) set so that all

neutrons reach the time cutoff before the number of batches is exhausted for each "ran." Here the time

(AGE) of each neutron and its descendant: continues to increase from batch to batch. A run is terminated

following the batch for which the first neutron time cutoff occurs, and the next run is initiated. This proce-

dure is necessary since there is no correlation between a neutron AGE and the batch (generation) it is in,

and there may be a great dispersion in the AGE of neutrons in the same batch. The inclusion of any

batches following that with the first time cutoff would bias the result. The batch skipping feature at the

beginning of a run must still be utilized to allow correct convergence from the initial source distribution. A

detailed description of this and other MORSE eigenvalue capabilities are given in Reference 18.

III.C. Albedo

The default albedo option in MORSE is a specular (mirror image) reflection for-a geometry medium

number as indicated on card B. This option is applicable only for some symmetry or infinite dimension fea-

ture of the system. With reflection, less geometry input data may be needed, but the computation will gen-

erally remain unchanged. Source normalization and estimation procedures must be scrutinized to make

sure the results will be unchanged from those if no reflection is used. Any next-event estimation is usually

incompatible with this option except for a point detector located on (or very near) the axis of symmetry.

The user is free to write his own albedo scattering routine ALBDO, called from subroutine MORSE in

the code. A collection of such routines for general use has been assembled and is described in the BREESE

report.1' The CARP20 code provides DOT-generated data for use in the BREESE routines. These data are

expensive to generate and the following albedo scattering data sets have been compiled.

I. 30.48 cm of water

• 2. 30.48 cm of ordinary concrete

3. 22.86 cm of carbon steel

4. 30.48 cm of concrete covered by 1.27 cm of steel



Application of the BREESE and CARP capabilities have been favorably compared with experimental

results for multileggcd ducts and pipes.21

MORSE may also be run in an albedo-only mode. i.e.. no cross sections are input. This is usually a

void-albedo medium geometry. The user must specify all particle distributions at the albedo surface inter-

face ia his special routines. This technique takes advantage of the MORSE geometry capabilities and has

been used for transport studies of several uncharged, non-nuclear 'particles* either for one group or multi-

group problems. Among these phenomena arc gases, heat quanta, and material sputtering from first-wall

fusion devices.2123 Monte Carlo heat transfer has also been investigated in more general detail.24

III.D. Adjoint capability

Due to its multigroup energy structure, MORSE has had much application in the adjoint mode. Ail

that is needed is an indicator set on card B (also set in XCHEKR if the cross sections are pre-processed).

All input is done in the same manner as for a forward calculation. Group (energy) dependent Inversions

and matrix transposition are done automatically. For fission problems, the x and vLj are also interchanged

by the code. The user must input the adjoint source spectrum (forward response) on cards E in the forward

structure. Likewise, the adjoint response (forward source spectrum) must be input on cards FF in the for-

ward structure.

These simple procedures will yield adjoint calculated results the same (within statistical uncertainty) as

that for a forward calculation only for a physical source and detector which are points in space and isotropic

in angular dependence. Otherwise, special attention must be given to the adjoint source selection, normali-

zation, and estimation processes, which are usually more complicated than that for a forward calculation

(see Section VI ). The calculated adjoint energy spectra are not divided by A£ and correspond to that

from an adjoint discrete ordinates calculation. It is a simple procedure to obtain forward flux spectra from

an adjoint multigroup Monte Carlo calculation (see Section VI .H). For coupled neutron-gamma-ray

adjoint calculations, the primary-secondary particle connotation reverses. Primary adjoint gamma rays now

produce secondary adjoint neutrons. Also, the designation of the various energy group limits mentioned at

the beginning of Section HI can become confusing, especially when trying to skip groups for computer



memory conservation in either cf the two ncutron-gamma-ray modes. It is a good idea to run a forward

cross-section processing and compare the 2T and Z\ for verification of the group order. The total cross

sections should be identical, and the extra calculation time is insignificant.

In observing the output of a MORSE adjoint cross-section processing calculation, it is seen that the total

cross-section column SIGT is identical to that for a forward case as in Figs. 2-4. All other values will in

general be much different (non-physical in the forward sense). The scattering cross section is the sum of the

. adjoint downscattcr, i.e., 2 j — 2 ^t'-v • whereas, the forward value is 2 , =• 2

some nudides, or mixture of nuciides, the 2 , can be much greater than 2 * This is especially true in the

lowest numbered adjoint neutron groups (lowest neutron energies). Multiple scatter in these groups can

lead to prohibitively high adjoint particle weights since at each collision the weight is multiplied by

PNABS =» 2j/2f- A method to alleviate this problem has been proposed' and will soon be incorporated

into MORSE.21 . " »

III.E. DOMINO coupling code . . !

. DOMINO36 is a much used code which couples DOT discrete ordinates calculations with MORSE All

special routines for normal operation (source, estimation, etc.) have been created. A standard application is

to take the forward DOT leakage from a cylindrical reactor and couple with MORSE (provide a forward

tource) at some core-shield interface to investigate some streaming path or other geometric anomaly in the

shield. In choosing the coupling interface, care must be taken to have some overlap in the geometry of the
i

two calculations so that there is not a coupling at two vacuum boundaries, i.e., any backscatter across the

interface must be accounted for.27 The MORSE geometry may be in any position relative to that of DOT.

In addition ui (R,z), DOT (R,9) and (X.Y) geometries may also be used. But in each case the MORSE

geometry must be constructed relative to the DOT two-dimensional symmetry, i.e., for a cylinder the three-

dimensional MORSE geometry must surround the DOT cylindrical axis. A separate calculation must be

made for each DOT surface, if necessary - for cylinder side, top, and bottom calculations. A separate

DOT boundary flux file must be written for each surface. For a forward-forward coupling, the MORSE

calculation is broken into three parts with a separate source for each surface (see Section Ml for combining
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MORSE results).

Aa adjoint DOT flux file may also be used as a forward MORSE scoring function. In this case

MORSE input response functions are not used. Use of the history file procedure (special BANKR rou-

tines) precludes the need for multiple MORSE calculations for side, top, and bottom cases. One MORSE

calculation and then three coupling runs are made.

Other calculation^ modes are possible - a DOT adjoint source for a MORSE adjoint calculation, and a

DOT forward response for a MORSE adjoint. It is also possible to combine calculational sequences:

forward DOT (source) -* forward MORSE *- adjoint DOT (response)

or

adjoint DOT (source) - • adjoint MORSE — forward DOT (response).

In the source mode DOMINO creates a current-like source for MORSE by multiplying the flux by the

appropriate angle interval cosine and then integrating. To take advantage of the same programming'detail,

the response mode coupling initially creates the same source-like term, later differentiates it, and at cou-

pling divides by the appropriate cosine as determined by the particle crossing the coupling surface, not the

discrete ordinates cosine. This procedure can lead to a numerical error (-15% for small DOT quadrature)

3/»d the cos/he division ai"
which can be eliminated by removing the cosine multiplication in subroutine ADDEM. The 4* factors that

A

appear throughout the DOMINO coding are due to the fact that DOT results are on a per unit solid angle

basis, not 4*- steradians. • '

III.F. History file

MORSE has the capability to write a history file (collision tape) for post-processing of any random

walk-generated data independent of the random walk. This data can be used for various user-written rou-

tines, DOMINO coupling, secondary gamma-ray transport, flux spectra plots, or collision density plots.2*

Although collision density information by medium and importance region is available as standard output in

tabular form, visual plots are helpful in complicated geometries. This history file can be small as for infor-

mation at one boundary for coupling, or it may be voluminous is for next-event estimation where



information from all source and collision sites must be included in addition to geometry and cross-section

data. The option is activated in MORSE from input cards B and G. The available event types and vari-

ables are given in Figs. 4.2 and 4.22 (page 4.6-30) in the manual. Special BANKR routines are available

for direct use or modification for each application of writing and reading a history file.

TII.G. Variance reduction

MORSE contains many of the standard variance reduction techniques. Among these are:

• survival biasing,

• source energy biasing,

• collision energy biasing,

• splitting and Russian roulette,

• exponential transformation. :

• non-leakage biasing, • • *

• delta scattering.

• next-event estimation,

• fission neutron production control,

• secondary gamma-ray production control, and

• energy group and time cutoffs.

These procedures are in general implemented by energy group and importance regions. Theoretical details

have been given elsewhere in the course.29 Although the activation of these options by standard input is rel-

atively simple, the determination of the necessary input data is usually one of the most difficult of any of

the tasks associated with a Monte Carlo calculation.

Survival biasing (non-absorption weighting) is fixed in the code, but analog capture can be implemented

by replacing the 2 A / Z r weight (WATE) multiplication in subroutine COLISN with a random number test



Source and collision biasing, if activated, bias the outgoing energy from each event Splitting and Russian

roulette are implemented in MORSE following each source and collision event Boundary splitting and

Russian roulette may be activated by calling subroutine TESTW from BANKR(7). In making changes

such as these (see Section V.L), it is instructive to examine the executive subroutine MORSE (see pages

22-25 in Reference 6). The use of the exponential transform requires the user-written function DIREC <szc

Section V.J). The non-leakage option is useful in small systems but can lead to long *uaniag times if his-

tories are not sufficiently terminated by escape or ether means. Delta- (fictitious) scattering for use in

increasing the collision density in thin regions, or eliminating complicated geometry ray tracing, is imple-

mented through the use of a special NXTCOL routine. The largest total cross section 2M for the current

group is chosen,and a collision is real with probability 2 7 / 2 ^ and fictitious with probability (1 -2 7 / 2^) .

Several routines exist for use of next-event estimation (see Section V.E). Fission neutron and gamma-ray

production have beer, discussed previously in Section III. The eneigy group cutoffs are NGPQTN and

NGPQTG on card B, and the time cutoff is on card C.

III.H. Input/output

In addition to the output of the desired responses and fluxes and their fractional standard deviations,

much information about the calculation is available which aids in determining the effectiveness of any vari-

ance reduction options. The weighted average of all source parameters starting a batch are given: (1)

weight, (2) group, (3) direction cosines, (4) position, and (5) time. A summary of event types (Integral

count, not weighted) is given at the end of the batch - (1) source (will differ from WTAVE for source

biasing or if WTSTRT ?* 1), (2) splits, (3) collisions in fissionable media, (4) secondary particle genera-

tion, includes fission neutrons, (S) real (scattering) collisions, (6) encounters with albedo media. (7) interior

boundary crossings, (8) escapes (outer boundary), (9) group cutoffs, (10) time cutoffs, (11) Russian roulette

kills, (12) Russian roulette survivals, and (13) secondary particles lost (secondary gamma rays or fission

neutrons) due to insufficient computer memory available (increasing NMOST relative to NSTRT on card S

wQl eliminate this problem). Splitting will be omitted in this case if NMOST is too small.

Following the output of the results, most of the information is summarized for the entire problem. The

most important output for adjusting variance reduction options is that given for each group and importance
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region in terms of (1) scattering, (2) fission, (3) secondary gamma production, (4> splitting, and (5) Rus-

sian roulette. The user can add any desired results to this output through the creation of riser routines.

The computer memory parameter is set in the main (first) routine in COMMON N C Various places in-

the output print the amount of memory used or available for the rest of the calculation. Pre-processing of

the cross sections reduces the memory needed for the rest of the calculation. The MORSE manuals give

much information regarding various computers and code memory requirements. An explanation of all error

and warning messages is also given.

Various input instructions have been described in other sections in connection with specific options. The

MORSE input instructions are relatively simple as compared to other general Monte Carlo codes because

much of its versatility is included in the user-written routines. The most difficult input in MORSE other

than the importance parameters is that for the geometry data described in the next section.



IV. Geometry

MORSE has two geometry specifications: MEDIUM number for chemical compositions and REGION

number for importance regions. A medium 1000 corresponds to an internal void, and a medium 0 is an

external void, which terminates a history (causes an escape). Source points and estimation detector points

'cannot be in medium 0. It is convenient to surround the geometry system first by medium 1000 and then

by medium 0. This precludes calculation termination due to some small undefined volume. A medium 0

can be used internally in a system as a pure absorber. A next-cvent estimation trajectory for this or any

concave system will terminate upon encountering medium 0 and give an incorrect value of the exponential

attenuation. An error will result if. this estimation encounters an albedo medium unless the appropriate

BREESE routine is used. If the cross-section media numbers do not correspond to those of the geometry

for any reason, a user-written routine GTMED(GM,XM) can eliminate input changes. Here GM is the

geometry medium the particle has encountered, and XM is the cross-section medium to be used there. Void

media, 0 and 1000, and albedo media cannot be inserted for XM in GTMED. This routine can be very

simple or very elaborate to allow any desired gcomctry-cross-section effect, e.g., to utilize extra processed

cross sections (see Sect. II.B) in a following calculation without changing the geometry input data.

TV.A. Combinatorial geometry

The combinatorial geometry (CG) is the basis of MORSE geometry. The system must be described by

combinations of the following geometric bodies:

• right parallelepiped,

• sphere,

• right circular cylinder,

• right elliptic cylinder.

• ellipsoid,

• right cone (truncated or not)
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• right angle wedge,

• arbitrary polyhedron of 4. 5, or 6 sides, and

• circular torus.

Each of these bodies may be arbitrarily oriented in space. In the input data the parallelepiped is called

BOX. and there is a coordinate-fixed body called Right Parallelepiped (RPP). In the CG associated with

MARS (next section) the right parallelepiped BOX and the right angle wedge WED or RAW may be

rotated by coordinate axis designation or also by angle (BPP and WPP).

Bodies are combined into volumes called "zones" by three operators:

• combination of bodies using an "OR" operator,
«

• exclusion of bodies using a minus "-" operator, and

• overlap of bodies using a plus "+" operator (or blank default). -

Figure i illustrates these operations for the six possible volumes from two spheres.

a. All volume that is in either sphere 1 or sphere 2.

b. All volume that is in both sphere 1 and sphere 2.

e and d. All volume that is in one sphere bnt not also in the other

sphere.

e and £. All volume that is in either sphere without regard to the other

sphere. - '



SPHERE 1 SPHERE 2

a) OR +1 OR +2

c) +1 -2

b) +1+2

d) +2 -T

:• wv.-.:.,.-v.V,.f)*2

FIGURE 1. Combinatorial geonarty. optrations
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Consider a more complicated case in Fig. 2 — a two-legged cylindrical duct with a rounded outer surface

at the intersection of the two legs (one-quarter of a sphere). The zones are circled numbers: :

t. outside the duct, ' .

2. duct wall (three shaded volumes), and

3. inside the duct.

The bodies are uncirclcd numbers:

t small sphere,

2 large sphere.

3,4 wedges,

5.7 small cylinders,

6.8 large cylinders, and ' (.

9 right parallelepiped (outer-most body).

The large and small spheres and cylinders have corresponding equal radii. Each cylinder extends only to

a plane defined by the center point of the spheres. The wedges are needed only to define the intersections

of the cylinders and they must completely enclose the cylinders. Here wedge 3 is larger than wedge 4 since



0 ZONE 1
1 BODY 1

+9 -2 -6 -8 - ..
OR +6 -5 +3 OR +8 -7 +4 OR +2 -1 -6 -8
OR +5 +3 OR +7 +4 OR +1 -5 -7

FIGURE 2. Combinatorial geomerty zone descriptions
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the horizontal cylinders are larger than the vertical ones. Any of the geometry bodies with a plane surface

and correct orientation could be used for the cylindrical intersection definition. If it were desired to have a

rounded surface at the inner side of the cylindrical intersections, then use of the torus body would be neces-

sary.

The zones are described in the figure so that the spheres and cylinders do not overlap but define the

desired intersections.

• Zone 1 is all volume that is inside body 9 but outside the large sphere and cylinders (bodies 2, 6, and 8).

• Zone 2 is all volume that is either (OR) inside the large horizontal cylinder (body 6), outside its inner

cylinder (body 5), and inside the wedge (body 3). (Use of the wedge excludes the cylinder overlap vol-

ume, i.e.. the volume inside the cylinder but outside the wedge]! : -

OR inside the large vertical cylinder (body 8), outside its inner cylinder (body 7), and inside the wedge

(body4), .

OR inside the large sphere (body 2), outside the small sphere (body 1), and outside the two large

cylinders (bodies 6 and 8). __ Since the small cylinders are contained within the large cylinders, their

exclusion from the spheres is implicit with the exclusion of the large cylinders.

• Zone 3 is all volume that is either (OR) inside the small horizontal cylinder (body 5) and inside the

wedge (body 3) . • •

OR inside the small vertical cylinder (body 7) and inside the wedge (body 4)

OR inside the small sphere (body 1) and outside the small cylinders (bodies 5 and 7).

In the zone definitions in Fig. 2, the "+' and "-" operations are performed first, and then the "OR"

operations. All operations between OR operators (and after the last OR) define a "code zone/ in contrast

to the larger zone (sometimes called "input zone"). Media and regions (and universes, see next section) are

defined by (input) zones, i.e.. each of the three zones will be given a medium number corresponding to the

appropriate crass-section medium and a region number corresponding to that for importance (Russian rou-
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Ictte, splitting, etc.).

Code zones can he removed from an input zone and defined separately as other input zones. For exam-

ple, if the different shaded areas of the duct wall were different cross-section media, then Zone 2 would

have to be broken into three separate zones without the OR operators. This would also be the case if the

duct wail was all one medium, but three different importance regions. If it was necessary to have more

importance regions, then more zones must be created with more body designations just for that purpose. If

Zones 1 and 3 were the same medium and region, then they could be combined into one zone with four OR

operators. The last two entries in Zone 3, -5 -7, are not necessary. However, if Zone 3 was broken into

three separate zones of different media or regions, these items would be required. It may sometimes be

beneficial for efficiency of computation time or problem setup clarity to create extra zones not required for

media or region specification. If one large zone is adjacent to many smaller zones, the code may run faster

if the large zone is divided into a few smaller ones. This is due to tracking decisions internal to the geome-

try coding. Other examples of CG input are given in the MORSE manual (and also Ref. 30) along with

explanations of error messages and other comments about the geometry module subroutines.

IV.B. Array geometry (MARS)*

The MARS multiple array geometry module of the SCALE system has been recently incorporated into

MORSE-CG (now designated MORSE-CGA). This feature is similar (but with some differences) to that

of KENO V and KENO V.a.' It is possible with MARS to model very complicated geometries with very

little effort when much of the geometry is made up of repeating segments, such as in a large commercial

reactor.31 Figure 3 shows a computer-drawa MARS geometry for a (very) simple reactor core and domed

containment structure. However, if the core had contained 500 identical elements instead of 5 as shown in

the figure, the input description would have been only very slightly more complicated. In the input descrip-

tion. Fig. 4, the number of CG body types (10) would not increase; only the array data (cards 25 and 26)

would change to reflect the increase to 500 elements.



Array 1 contents are:.

FOR 2 - 1

X 1 2 3
Y
3 0 1 0
2 1 1 1
1 0 1 0

3(
ORNL Dwg. 81-5763

Array 1 is a 3 by 3 by 1 array
"0" is a vacant cell position
"1" refers to Universe 1

frl

<•

RN IRREGULflR RRRflY

* * • * • . *

FIGURE 3. MARS array geomerty examp!e(JUNEBUG plot) .



THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF CARD IMAGE IWUT

CARD NO. C O L U H N N O .

i11!I11112222222222333333333344444444445S555SS5SS666666666677777777778
l234S678901234S67&901234S67a9012")4$678901234S67B901?3<>567a90|234S678901234S67ttVO

1 10 100 10 100 2 1 0 0 0 1.0 0.40
i AN UNCOMMON ARRAY SHAPE
3 3*0 100
4 DPP 0.0 12.0 0*0 12.0 -10.0 10.0
5 RCC 6.0 6.0 -11.0 0.0 0.0 22.0 7.0
6 RCC 6.0 6.0 -12.0 0.0 0.0 23.0 9.0
7 RPP 4.0 8.0 0.0 12.0 -10.0 10.0
8 RPP 0.0 12.0 4.0 8.0 -10.0 10.0
9 RPP "2.0 2*0 -2.0 2.0 0.0 20.0
10 RCC 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 18.0 1.0
11 RPP -l.0E*08 1.0E«08 •1.0E»08 1.0E«08 -1.0E«08 1.0E*08
12 5PH 6.0 6.0 11.0 7.0
13 SPH 6.0 6.0 11.0 9.0
14 ,. END •
15 SPC *t -3 -10 OR *9 -2 OR »2 -4 -5 OR «4 -I OR *5 -1
16 CYL O -2 OR #10 -9-3
17 AR1 • ! •* OR «1 «S
16 BOY *8 -6
19 ROD *7 "
20 F1L *6 -7 . .
21 END
22 6«1
23 3*0 3*1 A.
24 1000 1 -1 -1000 2 3
25 3 3 1 0 2
26 101SS 0 1 0 3R1 0 1 0 T
91 I
2 8 - 1
29 1 '
30 AN IRREGULAR ARRAYS •
31 10.0 7.5
32 -10.0 20.0 -10.0 20.0 -15.0 25.0
33 B.SE«03 6.5E«03 5.0E»03
34 0 1 0
35 0 1 .

END OF CARO INPUT LIST

FIGURE 4 . MARS and JUNEBUG geometry Input descr ipt ion
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MARS geometry can be constructed in modular form with as much detail given to each module as nec-

essary. Any repeating modules or segments need to be modeled only one time in 'the regular CG method

(see preceding section) in any convenient orientation or translation of coordinates for ease of input data.

These segments are then placed in an array in any number, order, or orientation. Each of these different

segments is called a "universe" and is numbered starting from 1. The "zero universe" is the physical coordi-

nate system of the problem. Each zone in CG must have a universe number just as for medium and region

number. If there are no repeating segments, everything is in the zero universe. To define a universe (other

than universe zero), a medium -1000 must surround its outer boundary, which must be a rectangular paral-

lelepiped (BOX or 8PP). The «100O medium is never entered by a particle but signals to the code that a

universe boundary has been encountered so that the necessary coordinate transformations can be performed

for entrance into an adjacent universe. -

The number of arrays is not limited, except by computer memory. At least one array must be in the

zero universe (if any arrays are used). Universes and/or arrays may be combined and placed in other

arrays. The process of placing arrays inside other arrays is callru "nesting/ and levels of nesting begin at 1

in the zero universe. Arrays must be defined as rectangular parallelepipeds as are also their lattice positions

to be filled by universes and other arrays. An array to be placed in the lattice position of another array is

distinguished from a universe number by a negative sign attached to the array number. There are three dif-

ferent input options for designating the lattice positions of an array. In addition to universe and array posi-

tions, there is also a vacant (void) position. The positions are filled by an X, Y, Z index. For the array in

Fig. 3, there is only one Z leveL The X and Y positions are: •

»

For Z - I X 1 2 3

Y

1 0 1 0

2 1 1 1

3 0 1 0



where the 1 refers to the universe with the cylindrical element. If there had been two Z levels, i.e., the core

being divided into two vertical levels with a second universe designation for the lower level, then another

arrangement as above with a 2 replacing the 1 would describe the other level. A different and more compli-

cated example at some intermediate Z level would be. for array 3,

F o r Z - 4 X

Y

1

2

3

4

5

1

0

3

3

3

3

2

t

2

0

I

3

3

1

-1

0

-2

4

4

0

4-

f

4
f

6 0 1 2 0

In the above example there are four universes and two other arrays, each described with its own lattice,

in addition to the one being described. All Z levels will have the same 4x6 XY structure but the lattice

positions may be filled differently. Otherwise, different Z levels are not necessary. In all CG and MARS

geometry, any bodies, universes, and arrays may have identical outer dimensions while being defined as

"inside" or "outside" another volume with the same dimensions. An array might contain only one XYZ posi-

tion. This is a convenient method of rotating a universe or another lattice of the same size. The MARS

module of the SCALE manual gives many examples of geometry input data as well as much other informa-

tion regarding the code operation.

IV.C Geometry plotting

Any but the simplest geometry input descriptions in MORSE should be checked visually. Available for

this are two-dimensional plots from PICTURE (part of the RSIC package) and three-dimensional JUNE-

BUG plots from the SCALE code system. The PICTURE plots are very quickly made, inexpensive, and
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available in the form of computer listing printouts as well as other methods. Any plane may be cut through

the geometry in any direction or orientation for examination of the geometry in terms of either media,

regions, or (input) zones. These plots may be very large but cover only a tiny portion of the geometry such

that even with printer characters for definition, the smallest details may be seen. Figure 5 shows such a

plot, for a military vehicle.

The JUNEBUG plots are photograph-like; drawings suitable for reports and presentations. (Figure 3 is

such an example.) The plots are expensive (comparable to a MORSE calculation itself for complicated

cases), depending on the line resolution requested and other variables. JUNEBUG plots are needed for

geometry testing only for oblique body intersections or curved surfaces where two-dimensional PICTURE

plots can be confusing (i.e., where three dimensions are required). It is sometimes difficult to get a true

two-dimensional plot from JUNEBUG. There are many options available for JUNEBUG. Plots may be

made by medium, code zone, or input zone. Any lines may be included or omitted by making these volumes

invisible, transparent, or opaque. Any volume or sub-volume of the geometry may be drawn relative to any

external point

It is seen that Fig. 3 is not drawn with high resolution (some of the lines are wavy and the intersec-

tions are not sharp). Some lines have been omitted by input option for clarity. If the outer cylindrical vol-

ume had been made opaque, then only the upper portion of the array under the dome would have been visi-

ble. The JUNEBUG module of the SCALE manual gives examples and information on the workings of the

code. All plots in the examples of the MARS module were drawn by JUNEBUG and thus give JUNEBUG

input data as well as for MARS. Work is currently is progress or planned to up-grade both MARS and

JUNEBUG in terms of computation time, memory requirements, and documentation, especially error mes-

sages and diagnostics.

It must be noted that any geometry errors acceptable by the code as valid input data will not be

detected by either plotting method unless the exact erroneous volume is encountered. Many PICTURE cuts

can easily miss a small error which may cause trouble in the MORSE tracking calculation if a particle

encounters the incorrect volume. Further methods of geometry checking as well as volume determination

(in cm3) for complicated shapes are given in Section V.H.
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V. User-Written Routines

It is through the use of user-written routines that the MORSE code system has its greatest flexibility.

There arc many examples in the RSIC code package and sample problem package. Some of these routines

have been used to such an extent that they are almost standard parts of the code. Most of the required

effort is directed toward the source description and estimation processes. As a result, the total MORSE

input data description is much smaller that a code with little or no user-routine requirements. User routines

can be very simple or very elaborate systems with calls to other routines. Almost any information concern-

ing any part of the code can be obtained and printed out. Special data needed in a routine can be pro-

grammed directly in the FORTRAN, put in DATA statements, read the first time through the routine, or

read in one of several dummy data-reading routines and passed to the user routine through a user-created

common. '

V.A. Physical parameters . • " . •

In writing special routines for MORSE, an understanding of the variables in several standard commons

is essential The primary common is NUTRON, and its variables for each particle are defined in Table 5.

Each particle has a unique NAME (an integer). These particle parameters are stored in an area of blank

common called the "neutron bank" and are processed in order of the largest NAME (reverse order from cre-

ation in SOURCE). The NAMEX is the integer associated with the original source particle and will differ

from NAME for new particles created from splitting and generated particles (fission neutrons or neutron-

produced gamma rays). These generated particles are given the other parameters in NUTRON common

the same as those for the parent particle. Primary-secondary particles (neutrons or gamma r&ys) are dis-

tinguished only by the energy group indices, IG and IGO (see Section III A) . The physical locations in the .

geometry where the variables in Table 5 may change are (1) source events, (2) pre-coliision (scattering)

events, (3) post-scattering events, (4) internal (geometry media, region, or input zone) boundary crossings,

and (5) outer boundary escapes. On a boundary the current (present) parameters are for the volume about

to be entered and the previous parameters for the volume just left. At a collision site these are the pre- and

post-collision parameters. It is the statistical weight that is ultimately used to score the desired results, and



Table 5. Definition of Variables in NDTRON Common

Variable Definition

NAME

NAMEX

IG .

IG0

NMED

MED0LD

NREG

U,V,W

U0LD,V0LD,
W0LD

X.Y.Z

X0LD.Y0LD,
Z0LD

WATE

0LDWT

WTBC

IBLZH

IBLZ0

AGE

0LDAGE

Par' ule's first name.

Particles's family name. - •

Current energy group index.

Previous energy group index.

Medium number at current location

Medium number at previous location.

Region number at current location.

Current direction cosine.

Previous direction cosines

Current location. * -• • *' •

Previous location. •. .

Current weight. . .

Previous weight. '(Equal to WTBC if no path length

stretching.) . ' • . - ' • ..'.

W e i g h t j u s t b e f o r e c u r r e n t c o l l i s i o n . - ' : :

Cu r r e n t z o n e n u m b e r . . . . . '•

P r e v i o u s z o n e n u m b e r . • • \ ..." •" . . :.̂---

C u r r e n t a g e . - . • • . . • . . . " • : •

Pr e v i o u s a g e . r ." •""•
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an understanding of the code and physical meanings of WATE, OLDWT, and WTBC is necessary for cre-

ating user routines.

WATE is the current particle weight and its value is initially set in subroutine SOURCE (default input

value is WTSTRT. usually equal to 1.0). The OLDWT is set to WATE before each new tracking, colli-

sion, and analysis sequence begins and remains unchanged until reset before the next sequence. This resct-

. ting is don* in subroutine MORSE at the same time all "old" parameters arc set to "current" parameters

(see page 20. Ref. 6). The other "old" parameters are in general reset at various locations in the sequence.

OLDWT is liiile used in preference lo WTBC The WTBC is set equal lo WATE after a distance to colli-

sion has been selected in subroutine NXTCOL and will remain unchanged from OLDWT unless the expo-

nential transform and/or non-leakage biasing is invoked.

WATE is the only variable altered by biasing and it is set to zero (and the sequence terminated for that

NAME) for (1) Russian roulette kill, (2) escape from the outer boundary, (3) energy group limit cutoff, or

(4) time (AGE) cutoff. At a splitting the WATE of each particle is halved, and for Russian roulette sur-

vival WATE is set to WTAVG. At each collision WATE is multiplied by 2 i / 2 r to account for absorption.

* . *

The physical analogies for the various stages of the random walk are given in Table 6. It is necessary

to use WTBC for pre-collision analysis since MORSE calls the collision analysis routines after the collision.

Other parameters which change after a collision are U, V, W, and IG. It is necessary to use WTBC for

escapes since WATE has been set to zero. .

V.B. Helpful routines and commons •

In addition to NUTRON common, there are several other commons a user-written routine may need.

Appropriate table (T) or figure (F) numbers in the manual1 are indicated in Table 7 for some of these com*

mons. There are several standard subroutines which may be called from user routines which return needed

variables from these and other commons. Other routines spare the user an enormous amount of work in



Table 6. Physical Analogies Corresponding to MORSE Weights

o source

o in flight

o before collision

o after collision

o on a boundary

WATE

WATE

WTBC

WTBC/2,

current, J
particles/cm3 in a volume*
particles/cm- on a surface

current, J (particles)
flux ^ (tracklength or length of flight)
there is no in-flight analysis of panicle histories
(only at source, collisions, and boundaries)

collision density,
particles/cm3

v -=pWTBC
2-/-

7 -f^WTBC

WATE

WATE/2*

WTBG-WATE

WATE

particles/cm2

fission neutron production

fission neutrons/cm3

secondary gamma-ray production 7 2 , *

gamma rays/cm3

emergence scattering density, 2 4 0
particles/cm3

flux. 4

absorption density, "Z,<t>

partial current, J±

particles/cm^

o outer boundary

WATE/Icosffl - flux*
particles/cm2 {9 is the angle between the particle
direction and the normal to the surface)

WTBC - leakage current
particlcs/cm2

WTBC/lcosfll - leakage flux
particles/cmz

•All quantities must be divided by appropriate volumes or surface areas
to get the correct units.



Table 7. MORSE Commons Useful for User Routines

Common Contents

NUTRON — particle parameters - T4.5

FIS3NK fission neutron parameters (k^. calculation only) - T4.12

USER — additional parameters-T4.18

PDET — analysis data positions in blank common - T4.20

APPOLLO — additional parameters and blank common positions - T4.4

LOCSIG — cross-section data positions in blank common - T4.1S

ORGI — geometry zone number for LOOKZ call - T4.25

NORMAL — normal (perpendicular) vector at a boundary

GOMLOC — geometry data positions in blank common - T4.23

blank — general layout - F4.2

random walk data - T4.8, T4.9. T4.10. T4.ll

cross sections - T4.16

analysis data - F4.6, T4.21

geometry data - F4.18

Table 9 . Random Number Generators

Function or Routine D i s t r i b u t i o n and Interval

R-FLTRNF(DUM) Uniform) 0 i R <. 1
R-SFLRAF(DUM) Uniform,-1 < R < 1

R-EXFRNF(DUM) Exponential , e 0 1 R < »

R~BNHAXF(T) Hanrel l ian energy in speed squared
cm / s e e for temperature T

, i <
'22R-FISRNF(DUM) Yatt energy spectrum in cm /sec

2 3 5 2for j 1

AZIRN( SIN, COS) Sine and oosine of a random azimathal

angle 6 (6 uniform on 0 £ 6 £ 2n)

POLRN(SIN,COS) Sine and cosine of a random polar angle

6 (cos 6 uniform on - 1 £ cos 6 £ 1)

GTISO(U,V#W) Isptropic unit vector ( i n any order)

IJ-cos 6 , Vmtin 6 cos 4 , I^sin 6 s i n i

where 6 i s a random polar angle and

.. 4 i» a random azimnthal angle



terms of scoring results and statistical analysis. These routines are listed in Table 8. The first three pro-

vide cross-section data as needed. PTHETA and EUCLID are used in the next-event estimation routines.

LOOKZ and NORML are available for source, albedo, and boundary crossing routines. FLUXST is called

from each user routine from which results are compiled. This and subsequent routines provide all book-

keeping analysis for averaging results, performing statistical analysis, and printing answers. The last three

dummy routines allow the user to read in additional data, alter data read in before executions begins, and

add additional output capability. A few special versions of these last three routines are distributed with the

RSIC code package.

In addition to the routines in Table 8, severil random number generators are available for the user.

These are given in Table 9 and are most often used in a source routine. The first five generators are

FORTRAN functions, and the last three are subroutines. These routines are not derived from a uniform

random variable, Le., EXPRNF is not equal to -ln(RN) where RN-FLTRNF, but another more efficient,

not easily recognizable technique. This is the case for many more efficient methods such as selection of a

uniform random radius r in a circle of outer radius R. Selection of r — R V/WV is slower than r — R[max

(RN], RN2)I, i.c, the maximum value of two uniform random numbers. References 32 and 33 give exam-

ples of almost any conceivable random number selection needed in a MORSE user routine. A random vari-

able sometimes needed in a user routine is that from a Gaussian (normal) distribution. A good approxima- .

lion is R — (RN| - RN2)*FWHM for zero mean and standard deviation a — FWHM/2V2fof2 where

FWHM is full width at half maximum. A more exact method34 is given in Fig. 6 for zero mean and unit

standard deviation ( o ^ x < o o ) . . . . . ' " " .

V.C Subroutine BANKR(I) • • - .

The interface routine between the random walk procedure.in MORSE and the analysis (user) routines is

called BANKR(I). Familiarity with this routine is essential for normal operation of MORSE Table 10

gives the possible entries to BANKR for various values of I. In the standard routine the negative indices

• ' * " '
are set for normal use and the positive indices have RETURN statements to be replaced with can



Table 8. Standard MORSE Routines for Use in User Routines

Subroutine Calling Quantities Returned Quantities

NSIGTA

FISGEN

o group number
o medium number

o group number
o medium number

GAM GEN o group number
o medium number

PTHETA o group number
o medium number

EUCLID o geometry location 1
o geometry location 2

LOOKZ o geometry location

NORML o boundary location
o crossing direction S2

FLUXST o contribution to result
(WATE, WTBC, etc. - see
Table 5)

o detector number
o group number
o time variable
o angle variable

INSCOR o dummy routine used to
read in data for user routines

STRUN o dummy routine for use by
user after all data is
read in but before a calcu-
lation (NQUIT run) begins

ENDRUN o dummy routine for use by
user after all standard
analysis (estimation)
operations are complete

or 2,/Sr
o generated gamma-ray group number

o scattering angle cosine
o probability of scattering through this angle

o number of mean free paths between
locations 1 and 2

o intermediate boundary crossing locations

o input zone placed in ORGI common
o GOMLOC common locates medium, region, etc.. in

blank common

o unit normal vector n placed
in NORMAL common (GWF *S 0)

o ultimately compiles all results and
statistical uncertainty printed in output
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Table 10. BANKR Arguments

BANKR Argument Location of call in walk

-1 After call to INPUT - to set parameters for
new problem

-2 At the beginning of each batch of NSTRT

particles

-3 At the end of each batch of NSTRT particles

-4 At the end of each set of NITS batches -

a new problem is about to begin

1 At a source event

2 After a splitting has occurred

3 After a fission has occurred

4 After a secondary particle has been generated
5 After a real collision has occurred -

post-collision parameters are available.
6 After an albedo collision has occurred -

post-collision parameters are available.

7 After a boundary crossing occurs (the track
has encountered a new geometry medium
other than the albedo or void media).

8 After an escape occurs (the geometry has
encountered medium zero)

9 - After the post-collision energy group exceeds
the maximum desired

10 After the maximum chronological age has been
exceeded

11 After a Russian roulette kSI occurs

12 After a Russian roulette survival occurs

13 After a secondary particle has been generated
but no room in the bank is available



statements to user routines. Comment statements in BANKR indicate from what routine in the random

walk module the positive index call is made. For some of the lesser used options the call is not currently

made, as indicated in the comments, and must be activated if necessary. The most used options are for the

physically analogous events: (1} source. (3,4) fission and gamma-ray production. (5} collision, (7) boundary

crossing, and (S) escape. Many routines have been written for these options. The code already produces

standard output concerning many of the other options. The user is free, of course, to add to this with other

routines or initiate other calls from the random walk for information not included in Table 10. It must be

remembered that all calls to BANKR are currently made after the particular event, so pre-event analysis

will need lo use pre-cvent variables. If two successive indices are used in the same calculation, a RETURN

statement must be placed between the calls to the user routines. It must also be remembered that the call

to BANKR for I— I is to analyze source events and is in no way connected with the user-written source

routine that creates source particles. . . .

Special versions of BANKR are necessary for use with a history file (collision tape). These routines

contain the basic elements of the standard BANKR with extra programming for reading and/or writing the

information from the BANKR calling indices. A MORSE calculation using a collision tape is only an anal-

ysis calculation using user routines. The call to the file-reading BANKR provides exactly the same random

walk information (which has been written on the file as specified on input in the random walk calculation)

at if the entire calculation were done in one step. These BANKR routines will be different for various com-

binations of (1) writing data. (2) reading data, (3) analog-type data, (4) next-event data simulated as ana-

log, Le., make a boundary estimation appear on the tape as an analog crossing, and (5) use with a DOM-

INO calculation. . •" ' .
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FIGURE 6. Gaussian selection procedure (from reference 34)

V.D. Subroutine SOURCE

The standard SOURCE routine and associated input require a l l particles

to be created which: ' ;;• . • .

* are at the sane point in space -

* are isotropic (THNP * V1NP * WINP « 0) or aonodirectional (Uiwlr +

VINP2 + WINP2 * 1) in direction

4 have one group-dependent energy spectrum with optional biasing (one

group for al l source particles may also be set by inpnt)



* have a delta function distribution in tine (usually AGSTRT * 0) .

* have the same weight (TCSTRT usually 1.0)

A system with fissionable media requires a fission spectrum for each fis-

sionable medium to be specified by input. If any other source distribution

and/or biasing is required, special programming is required. The user may

(1) write a new SOURCE routine (with the standard calling parameters), (2)

modify the standard routine, or (3) call another routine from the standard

routine. Any standard input variable not reset in the user source remains

unchanged and is used for all source particles. The source routine is

called one time for each starting particle and all source particles are

processed before the random walk begins, i.e., the source routine is not

actually in the random walk sequence. NAME and NAHEX are assigned consecu-

tively. In the following examples it is assumed that a subroutine

SOUR1(IG,U,V,W,X,Y,Z,WATE,AG) is called at the end of the standard SOURCE

routine.

o Source example #1 (see Figure 7 ) .

Consider a plane source in the Y2 plane with particles starting in the

' +X direction. The plane extends to +10 in both T and Z directions. The

spatial distribution is uniform over the entire plane, but it is desired to

start 2/3 of the particles fxoa the -I half and 1/3 fxca the +T half. This

bias requires a weight correction. The unnormalized angular distribution

for the -I half is cosine distributed, peaked in the +X direction, i.e.,

f(u) « u, the polar angle cosine. The angular distribution on the other



detector
point

FIGURE 7. Source Example



half is isotropie in the forward direction. The routine for this ease is

in Fig. 8. If the natural angular distribution on the -T side had been the

same as on the left but given a cosine bias, then an additional correction

would be necessary; FTCOR » O.5/P1/(2.*U), i.e., natural f(ji)/biased f(u) «

l/2u due to normalization. If the source had been a volute, rather than a

plane, an X selection similar to T or Z would have given a uniform

volumetric source.

o Source example #2 (see Figures 9 and 10)

In this example it is desired to select spatial points uniformly on

the surface of a hemisphere of radius R *~> the negative X half-space. The

angular distribution is isotropic in the outward direction. This is a 5-

group problem. Half of the source particles are picked from the input

energy spectrum (nothing done here) and half from the spectrum in the user

routine. The time distribution is increased from zero by an approximate

Gaussian with mean TM seconds and standard deviation TSD. In selection of '

the outward direction, the angle cosine between the radius vector and the

candor direction must be positive, i.e., n*T> > 0 where "n * i(X-XO) + j(T-

10) -I- k(Z-ZO) and Q - iU + jV + kW. The normalization of n is not needed

here. It is possible to select an outward direction on the hemisphere with

no rejection; however, this would require a three-dimensional coordinate

rotation for the direction cosines and would be more difficult to verify.

If the spatial distribution in the hemisphere had been uniform in volume,

rather than fixed on the surface, the RO for X, T, and Z would have been

multiplied by the cube root of FLTRNF(O) - a random spherical radius.

There is no biasing so the weight is unchanged from ITSTRT. If -ABS(XX)
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c
c
c

/»

C

SOURl(IG.U,V,V,X.Y,Z,irATE,AG)
DATA PI,1*2/0.667,0.333/,11/0.0/
P I AND P2 ARE THE BIASED PROBABILITIES
THE NATURAL VALUES ARE 0 . 5 FOR EACH
WTCOR-NATURAL/BIASED
I - X l
RN-f?LTRNF(O)
IF(BN.LE.Pl) GO TO 1
T»10.*FLTRNF(0)
Z~1O.*SFLRAF<O)
CALL GTISO(U»V,W)
U-ABS(U)
WTC0R-0.5/P2
GO TO 2

1 CONTINUE
Y—1O.*FLTRNF(O)
Z«10.*SFLRAF(0)

RN-FLTENF(O)

TJ-SQRT(RN)
CALL AZIRN(SA.CA)
¥U-SQRT(1.-U*U)
V-CA*WTT
W-SA*WH
TTCOR-0.5/P1

2 1ATE-?ATE«WTCOR
RETURN
END

FOR EACH HALF

pick correct side
"7 pick unifomly
5 in place
7 pick isotropically
J in +X direction

weight increase

picked -Y side
*7 pick oniforn
J in space

I o o
' random aziauthal ang

sin 9
V«sin 0 cos 4
¥«sin 0 sin i
weight decrease
¥ATE"iriz»xjti' in inpat

Fig. $. Source Exaaple #1 .



SI

isotropic

FIGURE 9. Source Example 2

angular biasing

FIGURE I K Source Example 3



S0UR1 (16, U, V, W, X. T, Z, WATE, A6)
DIMENSION SP(5),CSP(5)
DATA RO,TM,TSD/1O.,1.0,0.5/,10,YO,ZO/0.0,0.0,0.0/
DATA IST/l/,NIG/5/
DATA SP/O .1.0.2 ,0.4*0.3 ,0.1/
IF(IST.EQ.O) GO TO 1
ISTVO
FWHM-2 .«SQRT(2.*AL0G(2.) )*TSD
SUJJ-0.0
DO 2 1=1,NIG

2 SUM-SUM+SP(I)
NIG1-NIG-1
SUHL*0.0
DO 3 I«1,NIG1 :

SUM1-SUM1+SP(I)/SUM
3 CSP(D=SUJH
1 CONTINUE

IF(FLTUNF(0).LT.0.5) GO TO 4
RN-FLTRNF(O)
DO 5 I-1.NIG1
IF(RN.LE.CSP(I)) GO TO 6

5 CONTINUE
I-NIG

6 IG-I
4 CONTINUE

CALL GT1SO(XI,YT,ZZ)
X—E0«ABS(U)+X0
Y-EO*YY+YO
Z-RO*ZZ+ZO

7 CALL GTISO(U,V,W)
DOTP"(X-XO)*U+(T-YO)*V+(Z-ZO)«W
IF(DOTP.LT.O.O) GO TO 7
Bl-FLTSNF(O)
S2«FLTRNF(0)
AG-TJH-FWHEI* (Et-82)
RETOBN
END

s e t FWHM

Ism second
) source spectrum

) cz e a te cnanlative
{distribution CSP(5)-1.0

pick source spectrm

1 pick energy group *
jfroa second spectral

isotropic vector

>uniforn positions on
I hemisphere

isotropic direction cosines
dot products
if inward direction,
try again

set time

J

Fig. 10. Source Example #2
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were replaced by XX, the source would be uniform on the entire sphere. The

rejection of inward directions could be replaced by the following pro-

cedure.

A general direction cosine transformation is

- Vosine)

V - \T " * <WoV0cose + U0sin6)

where U,V,W are the new (transformed) cosines

*L# V̂ » V are the old (incident) cosineso o o

|t is the cosine of the angle between the old and new directions

and 6 is a random azimuthal angle 0 £ 0 £ 2n

In this source example D , V , f would be the normal vector c
o o o

ponents at the surface of the sphere: -

U o - (X - Xo)/R. Vo - (I - To)/R, Wo - (W - Wo)/R. and

R » \|(X - X Q )
2 + (f " Yo>

2 + <z ~ z
o ) 2 - F « * »ot« complicated surface,

the normal vector components could be obtained from subroutine NORM..

Also, B^ + Tr + IT • 1 and IT + Tr + l2 • 1. For isotropic outward emis-

sion (0 i n i 1) u » FLTBNF(O), and sin6 and cos6 arc from AZIRN(SX,GX),



If IT Is! in the above equations, U * \ll —- U sin6, and W * *|iT •

These general transformation equations are the sane as those used in

the random walk process for determining the outgoing direction following a

collision. The u is determined from f(|i), the scattering function, and

Uo,Vo, Wo are UOLD, VOLD. WOLD.

o Source example #3 (see Figures 11 and 12)

The last example is for a right circular cylinder of radius RM and

height H. The volumetric neutron source is uniform in radius from inner

radius EO to EM and a cosine distribution along the entire cylindrical

axis, f(z) * cos(jr2/H). However, no source points are accepted in the

shell between Rl and B2, nor are they accepted if they are in medium 3.

The energy spectrum is from the input data for medium 1, in group 3 only
M 4 f

for medium 2 , from a IT Mfitt spectrum in medium 4 , and i s a function of Z

in medium 5, determined in some function 6ETEN6(I6,Z).

To enhance leakage out of the top and bottom of the cylinder, parti-

c les are given a biased angular distribution i f they are created within

HMIN centimeters of the top or bottom. Half these particles are started

uniformly within a 30* polar angle cone toward the top or bottom, one-third

uniformly in the remaining 60* outward direction, and one-sixth isotropi-

oally toward the center. If this source were for the in i t ia l batch of an

eigenvalue problem, then the radial distribution might also be a cosine,

f(R) * cos(nR/2RM), and selected from similarly as for z .
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c
c

SOUR1(IG,U,V,W,X,Y,Z.WATE,AG,NMTG)
COMMON NBC(l)
EQUIVALENCE(MBC(1),BC(1))
COMMON/ ORGI/DI, MA, NZ
COMMON/G0HL0C/U,L2,L3.U,L5,Dl»D2,UI,D3,D4,D5,L6
DATA P 1 . P 2 . P 3 / 0 . 5 , 0 . 3 3 3 3 , 0 . 1 6 6 7 /
DATA RM.RO,R1,R2, /100 . ,10 . ,30 . ,34 . /
DATA C0NV/1.91322E+12/
DATA H2.HMIN/50. ,25 . / ,PI /3 .14159/
RN-FLTRNF
ROS*RO*RO
R0OT*RN*<RM«RM-R0S) + ROS
RAD-SQRT (ROOT)
IF(RAD.LT.R2.AND.EAD.GT.R1) GO TO 1
CALL AZIRN(SA,CA)
I-RAD*CA
Y-RAD*SA
RN-FLTRNF(O)

Z-2*H2/PI*ARSIN(RN)

IF(FLTRNF(O) .LT.0.5)Z—Z
CALL LOOKZ(X.Y.Z.NBC(L1) ,M2C{ 1 2 ) i-

• PSBC(15) »NBC(L4) ,KBC(.L5) ,
NL0ONZ+L6-1
NMED-NBC(NLOC)
GOTO (2,3,1,5,6),NMED

3 IG-3
GO TO 2

5 ENG-FISRNF(O)/CONV
IF(ENG.GT.BC(D) GO TO 5
DO 7 I-2.NUTG
IF(ENG.GT.BC(I)) GO TO 8

7 CONTINDE
I-NMTG

8 IG-I-I
GO TO 2

6 IG-GETENG(Z)
2 CONTINUE

IF(ABS(Z).LT.HMIN) GO TO 10
BN-FLTRNF(O)
IF (EN. GT. PI) GO TO 9
TNl.-FLTBNF(0)*0.134
1TC0R-P3/P1
GO TO 11

9 PT«P1+P2
IF(HN.GT.PT) GO TO 12

E2-H/2

RN-xi_-
BN-R? -
raadoo radios
reject

RN-.

z
/f(z)dz
0

H/2
/ f(z)dz
0

get medium
from zone number

reject medium 3

energy in eV
energy too high* reject
NHTG'mariier of groups
energy limits are f irst in BC

low energies put in last group

select angle

uniform on 0 i d i n/6
1/6 r PI

P i g . 1 2 . Source Example #3



W*FLTRNF(0)*0.86'6'
WTCOR-1.0

CALL AZIRN(SA.CA)
B-WR*CA
V-WR*SA

GO TO 13

12 1TC0B-0.5/P3
13 WATE»WATE*WTCOR
10 RETTON

END
FUNCTION GETENG(Z)
coding to give IG as a function of Z for medium 5
RETURN
END

uniform on it/4 <. 6 i. n/2
1/3-fE2

W points out of cylinder

U,V,W isotropic from input data

correction due to angle selection

Fig. 12 (continued)
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None of these source exaaples in total would necessarily represent any

real system. However, the individual selection of variables are represen-

tative of actual MORSE calculations. Also, no attempt has been made to

optimize these routines in terms of programming or computing time effi-

ciency. This is rarely necessary for source routines since even compli-

cated source selection time is often insignificant as compared to the rest

of. the calculation. Ease of verification is of primary concern. However,

any doubtful rejection techniques should be tested prior to a long calcula-

tion by placing counters and appropriate print statement in the programming

to determine the ratio of rejections to acceptances. In fact, the entire

source program should be tested to determine if the random selections and

weight adjustments actually reproduce (within statistical uncertainty) the

original distributions. This could be done by calling FLUXST in the source

routine or running a source only (no collisions) calculation with appropri-

ate estimation routines.

V.E. Next-event estimation routines

Y.E.I. Estimation to a point. These routines are the most "standard"

of any user routines issued in the HORSE code package. The basic routine

is RELOOL called from BANKR(5) after each collision for flux estimation to

point detectors. Fre—eollision parameters are used (except for WATE) since

post-collision parameters have already been determined. The detector loca-

tions for the detector loop axe obtained from blank common. The dot pro-

duct determines THETA • u, the angle of "scatter." FXHETA returns the

scattering angle probabilities P «f(u). EUCLID determines the amber of

mean free paths (negative value) between the collision site and detector.



WATE is used instead of OLDVT since the "scatter" to the detector must also

include the pre-collision XI/A,. The FORTRAN SIGN function in the contri-

bution CON to the flux is necessary due to the negative values of the

Legendre polynomial expansion of f (ji). The randoa energy group selection

oust use positive values, i.e., the selection is made from |P
g I *

instead of P /£p and the estimator includes the correction P /1P I*^lP I

* + 2lP I depending on the sign of P for the selected g. The ISTAT-1

parameter in the cross-section input (card 2B) makes the P available for

SELOOL. Note the comment cards concerning NEX and NEXND in the analysis

input data (card BB), as well as those concerning when energy biasing is

used in the random walk. Provision is made, although not included, to make

more than one estimate to each particular detector. In the FLSXST call, I

is the detector (input cards BB and C O , IL is the estimation group unre-

lated to any random walk values, AGED is the estimation trajectory time

increase over the random walk value, and COS is the trajectory angle cosine

with respect to some direction corresponding to the angle bin input date

(cards LL). The last item, SWITCH, is zero for most cases.

V.E.2. Estimation to volume or surface. If the estimation were being

made to a body of solid angle AQ, this value must be determined and replace

the 1/BT term in the estimator. then AO is sufficiently large, next-

event estimation to a boundary is possible. Here the post-collision tra-

jectory is extended to the boundary crossing, if possible. The estimator

WATE*EZP(ARG) is current, J, and must be treated for grazing angle cross-

ings to determine the flux (see Section V.G). Much of the RELCOL program-

ming can be eliminated for next-event estimation to a boundary since there



i s no random energy selection, but the boundary crossing location of the

extended trajectory must be determined.

V.E.3. Gamna—rav estimation. The "standard" RELCOL has recently been

upgraded to use the Klein-Nishina formulation for gamma-ray estimation.

The neutron treatment i s unchanged. In the old method, neutron and gaomas

were distinguished only by group number. If the new method i s used, the

cross section input must include the Compton and pair production data ezos*

sections in the f irs t two positions in the ANISN library format. On card

IB replace NCOEF by -NCOEF, and the Compton and pair production partial

cross sections must be in positions IHT-3 and IHT-4, respectively, in

Table 1 (see page 4.6-41 of the HORSE manual revision 0RNL-4972/R1).

It has recently been pointed out that this extra cross-section treat-

ment i s not needed and that a l l required data are available i s the standard

l ibrar ies . 3 7 1 / i t i s inconvenient to alter the ANISN library table posi-

tions in the data or for older versions of the code which do not contain

the new features, the following development outlines an interface "f ix" to

oreate the ANISN format positions in the cross-section library.

For each nuclide on the cross-section library, the gamma-ray P data

given, for each energy group, i s

a , total cross section

and <** \_t» **ck group-to-group transfer.



The total cross section is

t m ^photo + cCoiapt ^
8 8 S 2

where a^ ° ° is the photoelectric (absorption cross section),

a o m p is the total Compton (scattering) cross section, and a?p is the
8 8

pair production (scattering) cross section. For nse in a transport code

with, only one exit particle from a collision

s „ Conpt 2a

8 8 8

and also

*lm

Thus, by equating the two expressions for as and- using a , there are two

equations and two unknowns, gCcm^t and o*p. The 0P £S £n position •

IHT-2 in the table (Table I) and o s can be determined by sowing the

transfer cross sections. Thus the user can put the two extra cross sec-

tions in thfc f irs t two library positions and aove a l l other table positions

down by two locations.

A sore permanent update wil l soon be aade in HORSE where the nacros-

eopic cross sections (the £ for each aediun) are adjusted after the cross-

section icixing i s done rather than for each nuclide on the library. The

user aust verify that o* ° ° i s actually in the absorption position, IHT-2.

The absorption cross section i« not generally used directly in a transport



code, and some evaluators seme tines put other data, such as-korma, in that

position.

If i t is. known with certainty that there are l i t t l e or no gamma

ray sources or production above the pair production threshold (1.02

MeV), then the Klein-Nishina equation can. be programmed directly

into REI£OL and the procedures for the pair production neglected.5^

V.E.4. Other applications of RELCOL. There i s one other version of

EELOOL available - one that makes an estimation to a l l energy groups rather

than to a randomly selected group. This creates more contributions and

smaller variance but requires more computation time. For a given angle of

scatter some of the probabilities v i l l be zero. I t i s also inefficient to

have the EUCLID cal l inside the loop over groups. A better procedure would

be to create a group-dependent array for mean free paths. A loop with the

EUCLID option for intermediate boundary crossing between co l l i s ion and

detector point could then compile the needed data in this array for later

use in the loop for the flux estimate for each group. Use of distances and

total cross sections (from NSIGTA) would be necessary for determining AEG.

An option which should be considered in each application of RELCOL i s

the inclusion of probabilities of estimation P(f,det> for each detector as

29a function of spatial position. With probability P an estimation i s made

and the contribution i s divided by P. With probability (1-P) the estima-

tion to that detector, and a l l computation* i s omitted. This technique can

save much computation time, but the user must ereate the P function which

can be diff icult in systems with voids and streaming paths. The inclusion

into RELCOL of any of the techniques for eliminating the inf inite variance

characteristic due to the 1/BT term (once-more-oollided- or ring-

29detector ) would constitute a major programming and debugging effort.
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V.B.5. Uncollided next-event rontine. Each calculation nsing the

KELCOL routine requires use of an uncollided estimation from source parti-

cles. The standard routine is SDATA called from BANSR(l). Since c source

event can be thought of as another "scatter" event, SDATA can be thought of

as a simple form of EELCOL. A similar routine is needed for secondry gen-

erated particles - SGAIf (identical to the standard SDATA) called from

BANER(4) for gamma generation and for non-eigenvalue fission calculations

another call to standard (isotropic) SDATA from BANER(3). For eigenvalue

calculations the call is from BANKR(l) at the start of the next batch. If

a neutron-gamma problem is run in the primary-only mode, no separate uncol—

lided estimate for gasma generation is necessary. This is done implicitly

in RELCOL and any anisotropy in the generated gamma is automatically

included.

Unco11ided estimation may be done analytically, independent of the

code, or in a separate calculation and combined with the collided results

later. The uncollided calculation can be omitted (no call to SDATA) if it

is known with certainty that the contribution is insignificant as compared

to that of the collision processes. The usual procedure is to use the

source parameters generated for the random walk (in NDT&ON common) for the

uncol lided estimates, i.e., estimate from X,T,Z in group 16, etc. If there

were some energy-angle functional form, then the group would be determined

in SDATA since the angle is fixed by the source and detector locations.

The only difficulty (sometimes a major one) occurs when the source is not

isotropic. Then the l/4ir term in the estimator must be replaced by the

angular source distribution used to create the cumulative distribution for

random selection in the random walk source routine. Fission neutrons and



secondary gamma rays are usually considered to be produced isotropically -

if not, any available data may be used in the program.

In the first source routine example (Section V.D) the *T slue of the

plane produces particles isotropically in the forward (+X) direction. The

standard SDATA would be used here for detectors in +X with l/4n replaced by

l/2fl since only half of the An solid angle is-included. If the geometry

actually extended in the -X direction, there would be no uncoilided esti-

mates in that direction. For the -T side of the source plane the distribu-

tion is a forward peaked cosine current f(|O«u (isotropic flux condition).

In this case the l/4n would be replaced by u/n, i.e., l/2n*2u (see Fig. 8).

In SDATA it. • cos 6 » A/DS for this case. The general angular distribution

term in SDATA is



M . • J '

/(fl) fiv)

where ffji) and its normalization are that used for the random selection in source routine (see notes in

far
Fig. 8), and p is determined by the source and detector points. That is, f(n) is selected from .a random A

in SOURCE and evaluated for a specific u. in SDATA. For the case in Fig. 8, 0 _< M _< 1. If the nor-

malization vanishes over any interval (the denominator is zero), the angular space must be broken into seg-

ments. If the azimuthal angle were not isotropic then both the source routine and SDATA would be more

complicated. If fl» is a discrete function, the procedure is still the same, Le., use the discrete value of/ ,

for the An interval which contains M.

For biased random walk source selection, there are two possibilities for an uncollided estimation: (1) all

the biased source parameters are used in SDATA including the biased f(ji) and the corrected WATE. and
• ' « ' ' •

(2) the natural distribution and the uncorrected weight (WTSTRT or 1.0) are used. The latter method

would be preferable, for example, for a natural isotropic source with a complicated biasing procedure in the

source routine. In the SDATA estimator CON, WATE would be replaced by 1.0 and the 1/4* term

retained. .

Io general, any special features in RELCOL such as estimation probabilities, estimation to a boundary,

etc.. should be applied to the uncollided routines with any appropriate simplifications. Attention should be

given to the last value (SWITCH) in the FLUXST call from SDATA. The standard MORSE output for-

mat for detector results includes a possible separate uncollided term. If SWITCH < 1, the collided and

uncollided results are separate. For SWITCH > 1 the uncollided is still separate, but the total response

includes both contributions (assuming that SWITCH-0 in the FLUXST from RELCOL). Comments con-

cerning the other items in FLUXST are as for RELCOL. An uncollided estimate can be made in conjunc-

tion with any estimator such as boundary crossing, for example, when it is desired to know the uncollided

contribution. However, the two results cannot be combined (set SWITCH < 1 in SDATA) since analog

estimator results contain any uncollided flights from the detector. However, the SDATA uncollided results

are usually easier to obtain and will have a smaller variance than those from an analog routine.
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V.F. Collision density and track length estimators

A collision density estimator would normally be called from BANKR(S) after a random walk collision,

just as for RELCOL. In fact, this estimator could be included in a RELCOL routine; however, the associa-

tion of the next-event estimator in MORSE with RELCOL is well set,so another name should be used. The

collision density routine in Fig. 13 also includes parts of a track length estimator, which will be completed

in the two boundary crossing estimators to follow. Like the source routines in Section V.D. these routines

are for demonstration only and should not be considered representative, in total of a realistic calculation.

Individually, the different detectors (second parameter in the call to FLUXST) are representative of many

normal and a few unusual uses. These detectors are:

1. fission production per cm3, v2/tf>, in the entire system of volume VOL1. If this were an eigen-

. value calculation, this and most other estimators would be excluded for the first several batches

until the batch number (NBAT + 1 in BANKR) is equal to or greater than NKCALC in

APOLLO commonfsee j'/iftrf cattt L). . .

2. absorptions per cm1 in the entire system. The age is included here for time-dependent analysis.

In addition to the standard Ic^ calculation, another value could be

where the total leakage L is from the ESCAPE routine (see Fig. 15). For Iĉ r evaluation, one

wants total production divided by total losses. Other k^ estimators are possible,' and any sig-

nificant difference of results should be investigated. In the above method, the three terms

must be combined by hand from final results unless a more substantial programming effort is

made for a batch-by-batch analysis. The final fraction standard deviation FSD would be as

follows (see Section V.I) "

r:.: ...-.-;*«*.>- .... , In any analog calculation the sum of 2«<fr+£ should be exactly unity'since all results are
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SUBROUTINE COLDEN
COMMON/NUTRON/NAME.NAMEX.IGJGO.NMED.MEDOLD,

* NREG.U.V.W,UOLD.VOLD.WOLDJ{,Y^JCOLD,YOLDZOLD.WATE.
• OLDWT.WTBC,IBLZNJBLZO,AGE,OLDAGE

COMMON/APOLLO/DUM(8)XTATH
DATA NAM 1/0/
DIMENSION DUM(8)
DATA VOL1.VOL2,VOL3.VOL4/IOO.,50.,3<UO./
DATAXO,YQ.ZO,RO/-15.,10..25.,10./
CALL NSIGTA(IGO.NMED,TSIGJ»NAB) get
CALL FISGEN(IGO.NMED,?NUF) ' get
CON«PNUF*WTBC/VOL1 fission production
CALL FLUXST(IGO.l.CON,0,0.0)
CON-(WTBC-WATE)/VOL1 absorption density
CALL FLUXST(IGO.2.CON.AGE,0,0l
IF(NREG.NE.3) GO TO I
CON-WTBC/TSIG/VOL3 collision flux
IF(NAM1.EQ.NAME) GO TO 3
NAM 1-NAME
CALL FLUXST(4.IGO,CON,0.0,0)

3 CALL FLUXST(3.IGO,CON.0,0,0)
1 RSTS-(X-XO)**2+(Y-YO)**2+(Z-ZO)**2

IF(RO.GE.SQRT(RSTS)) GO TO 2
CALL FLUXST(54G.WATE,0,0.0) scattering density
CALL NSIGTA(IGO.8JSIG8J>NAB8)
CALL GAMGEN(IGO,8 J>GEN JGG) get T S , / S r

CON-WTBC*PGEN*TSIG8/TSIG
CALL FLUXST(6,IGO,CON,0,0,0)
CALL FLUXST(7,IGG,CON,0,0,0)

2 NDET-NMED+7
CON-WTBC*ETATH path kngth flux
CALL FLUXST(NDET4G,CON,0.0,0)
RETURN
END

Fig. 13. Collision density and track length estimator
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normalized to one source particle. Lu.->ian roulette kills and survivals will create a statistical

departure from unity. These and other particle terminations, each as energy and time cutoffs,

can be investigated in more detail from the nominal output by appropriate subroutine creation

and calls from BANKR (see Table 10).

3. the flux, particles/cm2, in region 3 only.

4. ibe first collision contribution of detector 3. If NAME changes, this is the first collision for

that particle. If NAM1 equals NAME, this is a multiple collision of the same particle.

Further differentiality can be obtained by creating counters for subsequent (second, third, etc.)

collisions. • . •

5. total scattered particles (no volume normalization) in a sphere of radius RO and center at XO,
c ' . • •

YO. ZO. No regard is given to medium or region number. Note the use of post-collision

parameters, IG and WATE.

6. the gamma-ray production 7Zy£ (total gammas produced) in the sphere of detector 5 for

medium 8. Assume there are seven media in the geometry input (1 through 7) and medium 8

in the cross-section input includes one nuclide with the same density (atoms/barn-cm) as the

partial density of the same nuclide in the media inside the sphercf-see Sect/on -2T. 8j%

7. the gamma production spectrum from the estimator in detector 6, i.e.. the gamma production

group is used instead of the neutron producing collision group.

8. — 14. these detectors give the collision site contribution to the track length flux estimator in

volumes corresponding to each of the seven media. These volumes could be defined in various

other ways. In any volume there are four types of flights: (1) flights that end at a collision

that began as a collision. (2) flights that end at a collision that began at a boundary crossing,

(3) flights that end at a boundary crossing that began at a collision, and (4) flights that end at



a boundary crossing that began at a boundary crossing. It is necessary that a path length-esti-

mation volume be defined by geometry surfaces that are recognized by the code so that

BANK(7) is called from NXTCOL when particles encounter them. The surfaces must define

changes in medium number, region number, or geometry input zone. For time-dependent track

length estimators some decision must be made as lo what lime (AGE) lo score — possibly the

mid-point of the flight. For time collection intervals much larger than flight times, either AGE

or OLDAGE is probably acceptable.

V.G. Boundary crossing and track length estimators

Continuing with the seven media problem, BANKR(7) calls BDRYX each time a -medium,

region, or geometry input zone change is encountered by a particle. The programming for a bound-

ary crossing estimator involves the definition of a particular boundary of interest (see Fig. 14). In

this case, for detector IS, it is assumed that there is only one boundary anywhere in the system

between ZBDX ±0.1 and that it is in the XY plane. Division by the area of this surface gives '

flux in terms of particles/cm2. The surface could have been subdivided into Z segments or ± W

directions with further tests and detector numbers. A discussion of the grazing angle problem is

included in the MORSE manual (Section 4.6.4). The call to FLUXST includes the angle cosine .

CSW for angle-dependent analysis (input cards MM). • • ' °

Any number of boundaries may be searched for desired estimation with various methods for

acceptance or rejection. The remaining estimator here gives the internal boundary contribution to

the path length estimator, i.e.. detectors 8-14. At a boundary crossing, NMED is the medium

across the boundary in the direction the particle is traveling and MEDOLD is the previous medium

where the path length is measured. " . °



SUBROUTINE BDRYX
COMMON/NUTRON/NAME.NAMEX.IGJGO.NMED.MEDOLD.NREG.

* U,V.W,U0LD.VOLD,WOLD.X,Y.ZJ£OLD.Y0LD,ZOLD,WATE.0LDWT,
* WTBCJBLZN.IBLZO.AGE,OLDAGE

COMMON/APOLLO/DUM(S).ETATH
DIMENSION DUM(8)
DATA ZBDX/5./,ABDX/25./.GRA/0.01/
Zl-ZBDX+O.t
Z2-Z3DX-0.1
IF(Z.L.Z2.OR.Z.GT.Zl) GO TO 1 boundary in XY plane
CSW-ABS(W)
IF(CSW.LT.GRA)CSW-O.OO5 grazing antfc
CON-WATE/CSW/ABDX flux
CALL FLUXST(15,IG,CON,0.CSW,0)

1 CONTINUE
CON-WATE*ETATH path length flux
NDET-MEDOLD+7 WATE - WTBC here
CALL FLUXST(NDETJG,CON.0.0,0)
RETURN
END

Fig. 14. Boundary crossing and track length estimator
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The remaining possible contribution to the path length estimator, escape from the outer system

boundary, is in the ESCAPE routine (Fig. 15) called from BANKR(8). If the path length vol-

ume did not have an outer surface boundary, there would be no contribution to that estimator here.

WTBC is used since WATE is set to zero for a particle which encounters medium number zero. If

the system outer boundary was surrounded by medium 1000 and then by medium 0, then this

routine would be called by BANKR(7) and, in general, some search procedure would be necessary

as in BDRYX for finding the desired boundary if the crossing angle is necessary. Detector 16 is

used to illustrate the use of a counter (using unity instead of weight) for determining the number of

escapes for both X < and Y < 0. This number (multiplied by the total number of starting par-

ticles) can be compared with the total number of escapes in the standard output.

The last part of this routine represents a very special example applicable to any estimator. For

two outer boundary segments (-X.-Y.-Z and -X.-Y, +Z) it is desired to have energy, angle, and

time-dependent results. The standard MORSE output format does not allow both time and angular

analysis, although there is a special four-dimensional analysis package available. However, all this

can be done by using a separate detector for each time bin in the standard input data. The x posi-

tion for a point detector location is used to input the limits of the time bins. If there are to be five

time bins, then ND, the total number of detectors (card BB), will be 28 — detectors 17-22 for one

segment of the boundary and detectors 22-28 for the other. The times in these two sets will be the

same — the smallest time in detectors 17 and 23 and the largest time in 22 and 28. It is assumed

that all values of AGE will fall between these two values, although other provisions could be made.

The leakage current is determined here and divided by the appropriate time interval. Subroutine

NORNL is used to determine the values in NORMAL common. . ' .
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SUBROUTINE ESCAPE
COHHON/frtrTRCN/NAJJE/NAfEX. 16 . IGO,NMD,MDOLD,NBEG,

* U,V,W,UOLD>VOLD,WOLD.I.Y,Z,IOLD,TOLD,Z(»JD,fATE,OLDfT,
WTBC.IBLZN,IBLZO,AGE,OLDAGE

COMMON/APOLLO/DUM(8),ETATJI
COMHON/NORMAL/UN,VN.WN
COBODN BC(1)
COHM0N/PDET/ND,DUMM(16) #LOCXD :
COMMON/GOMLOC/L1 ,L2 ,L3 ,L4 ,L5 ,D1 ,D2 »LM,03,16 , L7 1
EQUIVALEKCE(BC(1) ,NBC ( X ) )
DIJENSION D0M(8),DUlliM(l6-)
COMMON/ORGI/DI,MA.NZ
CON«B1BC*ETAIH path l ength f l u x
NDET-HED0LIH7
CALL FLDXST(NDET.IG»CON.0,0.0)
IF(X.CT.O.0.AND.T.GT.0.O) RETOBN

CALL FLDXST(1,16,1.0,0,0,0) escape counter

CSW"-(U*UliH-V*VW-W*WN) normal points inward

IPT-0

IF(Z.GT.O.O)IPP-1

00 3 1*17.22

L0OL0C3D+I
IF(AGE.LT.BC(LOC)) GO TO 4
CONTINUE
1-22
NDET-I+e«INP
Ct»MITBC/<BC(I)-BC(I-l) )
CALL FLUIST (NDET, IG,CON,0,CSW,O) l eakage
RETURN
END

F i g . 1 5 . Escape and track l ength est imator
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detectors 17-22 for one segment of the boundary and detectors 23-28

for the other. The tines in these two sets will be the same - the

smallest time in detectors 17 and 23 and the largest time in 22 and

28. It is assumed that all values of AGE will fall between these two

values, although other provisions could be made. The leakage current

is determined here and divided by the appropriate time interval. Sub-

routine NORNL is used to determine the values in NORMAL common.

V.D. Comments on user estimator routines

It is seen that the versatility of estimator routines is almost

limitless. Experience and need will govern their creation and use.

If two adjacent calls in BANXR are activated in the same calculation,

a RETURN statement must be placed between them, e.g., calls to BDRTX

and ESCAPE. All results are normalized to one source particle. Any

units of the source* sec for example, will be included in all

results. All results are normalized oy the interval of the collection

bins (2irAu for angles). Any output values not available through ordi-

nary input, such as energy dependent response, can be programmed

directly using Tables 4.18-4.21 in the manual. Often it is desirable

to compare calculated flux spectra with experimental results for which

the detector resolution has not been removed. This can be simulated

in an estimation routine using the approximate Gaussian technique

(Fig. 6). A random energy is picked in the estimation group, and this

Gaussian smear is applied. If the new energy is now is another group,

this new group is used in the call to FLUXST.
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As for the source routine* any estimation routine must be thoroughly

checked before use in a long calculation. The ETATH in the path

length estimator should always be equal to SQRT((X-X0LD)**2+(Y-

YOLD)**2+(Z-ZCLD)**2). A path length estimator can be used to calcu-

30
late the volume of irregular, non-concave volumes. Fill the volume

with internal void (medium 1000) and impose a unit isotropic flux

(cosine current) uniformly on the surface. A track length estimator

used in the volume will give the volume in cm . This general pro-

cedure, independent of volume determination, is a convenient way to

extend the geometry checking procedure over that from plotting pic-

tures, i.e., fill be void volumes with particle tracks to check for

any geometry input errors. Special versions of path length and also

collision density estimation routines are available in some versions

of the ENDRUN user routine. There are certain restrictions, such as

one medium per region, and no statistical analysis is available.

These routines should be used with caution.

If there is any question as to whether to use collision density

or track length estimation, it is always helpful to use both in the

same volume and compare results. In applying delta (fictitious)

38scattering and the collision density estimator in optically thin
*

media, BANKR(5) should be called from the special version of N3TC0L

for c delta scatter. The cross section used for both real and delta

collision estimation is the maximum /L in the system, i.e.,

CON-WTBC/^, in COLDEN.



V.I. Conbining Monte Carlo results

Often it is desired to combine the results of two different quan-

tities X. and Xg in some way, where these results are either from the

sane or different calculations. The combined result Z_ has the gen-

eral form X« « f(XA,Xg) where

1) addition

f <xA, v « xA + h

2) subtraction

f ( W - XA - H '

3) multiplication

f(x A. V - xA • h

4) division

f(XA.V » XA/X3

2 2The general form for the combination of variance* o*. and <J_, is
A 0

The correlation coefficient PA _ is zero if the two results are

completely independent. Even if there it some correlation* such as

for eigenvalue calculations, p. _ is usually not known and is assmed
A«0

to be zero. Then, for the four cases



1 and 2) o2c - a* +

3 and 4) o.

or I c

In MORSE, the statistical uncertainty is given as fractional

standard deviation FSD of the result X* where ..

FSD - all.

Then for the above cases

1 and 2) FSD.

3 and 4) FSDp * . ^ " • S

Is the example of tie second detector for the collision density

estimator (Section V.F). the uncertainty on the k ._ was found by

applying the above procedures first for the addition ia the denomina-

tor and then for the ratio.

If the two results X. and Xg are in fact the same quantity from

two different calculations, they should be combined as a linear



IS
average based on the number of source particles'-from eacli calculation

(or the number of batches if the number of particles per batch was the

same in both cases), N. and NL. Then, for ease (1) only.

XC

ac • NTTld °A
 +

 N T ^ I O "B

FSDC

V.J. FUNCTION DIREC

If the exponential transform (path stretching, card I) i s used, a

FUNCTION DIREC must be supplied by the user. This routine supplies

the preferred direction to the next path selection procedure from the

last col l i s ion s i te Z,T,Z (see page 4.4-35 in the manual). The most

common use i s for the preferred direction to be toward a point detec-

tor used in next-event estimation (see Fig. 16) . The detector coordi-

nates can be obtained from blank common just as in RELCOL or from a

data statement. NUTRON common i s also needed. The dot product of the

particle direction 5 and the direction toward the detector i s

S" « ( r . - ? ) / | r . - ? | . If DIREC > 0, the track i s stretched toward the
d a

detector; otherwise, the path i s shrunk. A DIREC * 0 gives no change.
«

All weight adjustment i s done automatical ly i n GETETA, c a l l e d from

NXTCOL.
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FUNCTION DIREC
COIOUN/NUTRON/NANE.NAHEX, 16 , IGO,NMED,MEDOLD.,NBEG,

* V, V.W, UOLD,VOLD,WOLD,X. Y, Z, XOLD, TOLD, ZOLD,WATE.
* 0LDWT,WTBC,IBLZN,IBLZ0,A6E,0LDA6E

DATA X D , Y D , Z D / 1 0 . , 2 O . , 3 0 . /
DIST«SQRT((XD-X)**2+(YD-T)•*2+(ZD-Z)**2)
DIREO(U«(XD-X)+V*<YD-Y)+W*<ZD-Z) ) /DIST
RETURN
END

F i g . 1 6 . Exaaple of a s i a p l e FUNCTION DIREC

FUNCTION DIREC(0)
COHMON/NUIKON/NAUE.NAJEI,16,160,NMED,MDOLD,NREG,

U,V,W,UOLD,VOLD,WOLD,X.T,Z,XOLD, YOLD. ZOLD, WATE,
OLDWT,1TIBC,IBLZN.IBLZO.AGE.OLDAGE

DATA R O . Y C , Z C 1 , X C 2 , Z C 2 / 1 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 5 . , 1 0 . , 2 0 . /
IF(NMED.EQ.2> 60 TO 2
DISEOX inside duct
IF(NRE6.EQ.2)DIREOZ
RETURN
IF(NRE6.EQ.2) GO TO 3
B-YC-T
C-ZC1-Z
IF(NREG.EQ.3)OZC2-Z horizontal legs
A«SQRT(C*C+B*B)
60 TO 4
A-IC2-X
B-IC-T . vertical leg
OSQRT(A*A+B*B)
DIST-SQRT(A*A+B«B+C*C)
DIREC-(TJ*A+V*B+¥*C)/DIST
RETURN
END

Fig. 18. Ezaaple of a complicated FUNCTION DIREC



In Fig. 16 if XD, YD, ZD defined the center of a sphere, a final

statement DIREC * -DIREC would stretch all paths going away from the

center and shrink all paths going toward it. If it is desired to

stretch paths in soae general direction (e.g., if there are several

detectors) rather than to a specific point, other forms a.x« needed. A

simple DIREOW would stretch all paths in the +a, direction, and

DIREC—W would stretch all paths in the -z direction. For a more com-

plicated case, consider the bent, circular cross-section duct in

Fig. 17, with three regions as shown. Assve the entire centerline is

in the same XZ plane (y-YC). The material in the duct is medium 1,

and the wall material is medium 2 (there is no dnct wall or liner).

The arrows indicate the preferential directions, here taken as 45*

from the walls toward the dnct centerline. The routine is given in

Fig. 18. Russian roulette and splitting should be used in the wall

medium so that particles are not followed too far into it. It is a

good idea to increase PATS (the amount of exponential bias, input

cards J) from 0.5 near the source (region 1 in Fig. 17) to 0.7, or

higher for gamma rays, near the detectors (region 3).

7.E. Subroutine GTMED

The user may interchange geometry (CX) and cross-section (SX)

media numbers in this routine without altering any input data. Sup-

pose there i s a SX«7 not referenced in the geometry data which i s to

be used in GX-3. Also, i t i s desired to interchange cross-section

media numbers 1 and 2 in the geometry. The routine i s



SUBROUTINE GTMED(CX,SX)
SZ-CX
IF(CX.EQ.3)SX«7
IF(CX.EQ.l)SX-2
Ii?<CX.EQ.2)SX-l
RETURN
END

The default for this routine is SXSCX. This procedure can be used to

change mixtures, densities of the same mixture, etc. Media 0, 1000, and

albedo media are not allowed here.

\

\

REGION 1

REGION 2 '

\ ^ REGION 3

\

ZC1

\

I \
XC2

\

ZC2

Fig . 17 . Geometry for FUNCTION DIREC example

i -..,



V.L. Advanced user programming

The user routines described, or their defaults, are necessary for normal use of MORSE It is possible to

simulate many effects not in the standard MORSE code, or to program in many features ordinarily supplied

by input data. Among these are:

• Play Russian roulette and splitting at boundaries rather than at collisions. Call TESTW from

BANKR(7) — boundary crossings.

• Set region number by programming a geometric functional form as in the TRIPOLI code3*

from BANKR{5) or 3ANKR(7). This could be done in subroutine NXTCOL after a collision

site has been selected or at a boundary crossing location, done before or after COLISON, or in

TESTW. Make sure the standard input data has set aside the correct locations in blank com-

mon for the number of regions to be created. ' ' '

* • *

• Set Russian roulette and splitting parameters by functional forms rather than by input data. At

the beginning of TESTW replace the WTHIR, WTLOR. and WTAVG from blank common

with any new values. Make sure the standard input data sets aside enough room in blank com-

mon even though this data is not used. ' _ ~

• Create a special NXTCOL routine to create collision sites and boundary crossings instead of

using the standard geometry routines and input data. Le., write a user geometry "package."

There are, of course, many other possibilities. The user must be aware that any changes such as these

can accidentally introduce errors into the code. Familiarity with subroutine MORSE and all standard code

features is essential. A substantial series of checks and debugging runs should be made when making

changes such as these. Items in this section should be considered only by expert users of the code.
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V.M. User routines with array geometry

In the array geometry (MARS) version of MORSE, the position and direction parameters in NUTRON

common are in the coordinate system of the current universe (local coordinates). Often the user routine

needs these variables in the coordinate system of the zero universe (global coordinates). The user routine

must (1) first save these variables with dummy values ( X I - X , etc.), (2) CALL N£TL£V(2JC), where

BC is blank common, to convert the needed variables in NUTRON common to global coordinates, (3) per-

form all necessary user routine operations, and finally (4) reset the NUTRON common variables from the

dummy values (X=X1, etc.). T .

V.N. Summary of user routines • . - ;

The user routines possibly necessary for a MORSE calculation are: .-

• before the random walk begins ' ,

SOURCE (creates all particle source parameters) . ••

SD AT A (uncollidcd next-event estimator) • . ' .

• during the random walk

DIREC (for exponential transform) . *

GTMED (change cross-section and geometry media) .

• estimation analysis, independent of the random walk . . .

RELCOL (next-event estimation) '

SGAM (uncollided estimation for generated particles) .

COLDEN (collision density and path length) '

BDRYX (boundary crossing and path length) : .

ESCAPE (escape and path length) l . .



None of these routines would be necessary for every MORSE calculation. The estimation routines

should not change the random walk procedure in any way (except possibly alter the random number

sequence when random numbers arc needed in the estimators). Except for the comments regarding the

source routine (Section V.D), all these routines should be constructed as efficiently as possible in terms of

computation time.

The user must be aware that MORSE has had widespread use for many years. It is possible that errors

still exist for some little-used combination of options or for any relatively new features, such as the array

geometry. However, il should be assumed thai any trouble anywhere in the code might be caused by a user

routine error and/or incorrect input data. As for any large code system, the trouble may appear (error

message, termination, unreasonable results, etc.) far from where an error was introduced.



VI. Adjoint User Routines

The case of using MORSE'in the adjoint mode has been outlined previously (see Section IH.D), as have

the general reasons for using adjoint methods.*9*40 Between the source and estimation processes the adjoint

calculation is handled completely automatically by MORSE. However, the creation of source and estima-

tion routines and the associated normalization is not always apparent and straightforward as is usually the

case for a forward problem. The general relationships for phase space P are:

• adjoint source, S*(P) — forward response, R(P)

• adjoint response. R*(P) — forward source, S(P)

• total response AfO* - J<KPMP)<tP - AAW ~ JV(P)S(P)dP.
• • * ^ *

• ; • • • . - . • *

(the A's are equivalent, the subscripts only denote the mode of calculation)
« * '" * . ' • • *

• factor to apply to MORSE forward (FOR) or adjoint (ADJ) results due to code normalization
• . • • •

to one source particle • ' :

Nrai - JS(P)dP (often unity) .

NADJ "• j*R(P)dP (often not unity) , ."•'•

• ' * • * • . • •

It a usually desired to obtain adjoint results in a form as if the calculations were in the forward mode.

Le., multiply the adjoint results by NAxu/Nfo* 1° the equality Xro* - i ^ h i s assumed that the normal-

izations have been applied. In reality, the equality is WrojlAroji — NMU^MU where the X's a n cod« results

normalized to one (forward or adjoint) source particle. In applying the adjoint normalization, more care

must be taken with volumes, surface areas, angular distribution, etc., than is usually necessary for forward

calculations. Appendix B in Ref. 41 gives a discussion of the units and dimensionality associated with for-

ward and adjoint comparison. A summary of this analysis in- terms of units of each quantity (for azimuthal

symmetry) is as follows: . , " .• . " ". . ,"



forward flux *<O£.J2) - forward particle tracklenph
volume-energy-steradtan

cm
cm3-eV-2r/±tt

. , „ .- _ -s. forward particle 1
forward source S<fitJi,n) - —r*- e - — 5—„ , tvolume-energy-steraduxn cmi—eV—2x&ii

, . „ , a _ - x response 1forward response RUt£,C) — ^r — —
forward particle tracklength cm

.. . _ , . ,= _ =v adjoint particle tracklength
adjoint flux <p <&£.B) *• —*-:—e -^— ="

volume-energy-steradian

cm

,. . _» , - _ a. adjoint particle
adjoint source 5 (£.£,8) - —-— l e -—- -

wliime-energy-steraduxn -

.. . 0./* E- S\ response
«tjoint response ̂ (ftffJO - J ^ tracklength cm

Equating S(F£,Q) - K*(r£Sh and R(rJEJ5) - 5*(r^,5) givesjfor both equalities,

. . . . . _ response volume-energy-steradian — em^—eV—
adjoint parttcie - forward particle tracklength J . cm

Substitution of the above quantiiy into the adjoint flux <*"(7\£,3)givcs

forward particle



This expression can be interpreted as the importance of a forward panicle, the classical definition of the

adjoint flux.42

When the adjoint mode has been selected for some reason, it is still convenient to think in terms of the

forward mode estimation of the results. That is. if a forward source and estimator had been used, what is

the corresponding adjoint procedure? The adjoint source mechanics must simulate the opposite effect of

that for forward estimation, and the adjoint estimator mechanics must simulate the opposite effect of that

for the forward source. Use of the above relationship for \ is helpful It should be emphasized that S(P) .;

and R(P) can lake on other than energy dependence. In doing forward Monie Carlo and the associated

mechanics of source and estimation routines, it is helpful to think in terms of particles (current). Flux is

the quantity from the estimation routines used for multiplication with a response function. In. an adjoint

calculation, particularly for a multigroup code like MORSE, the code mechanics are the same as for the

forward case. However, adjoint source and response specification and normalization are sometimes difficult, . '• *

or confusing, due to the flux (not current) terms in the integrals for XFOR "=• *ADJ« The next six sections * •

discuss these items for point, surface, and volumetric adjoint sources and estimators. ' •'• ,

" • • - • ' . ' " ' . . " ' • • • ' ' ' !

VLA. Point adjoint source '

This case corresponds to a forward next-event estimation to a point. Since this is a forward flux estima-

tor (currents arc not considered), the adjoint source is selected directly from R(P), that is, XFQ* -

S*{r) — R(F) — 3(r—r^point source (card D) • ' • . . ' • , .

S*(E) "" R(E) — R^standard source spectrum input (cards El) using • : „ . - - '

the forward response. The code reverses the group structure •; ." \ '. .

and creates the cumulative distribution, : : ' • : ;

• * * **

S*(5) * R,(5^If the response is isotropic (as it usually the case), .-.' r' / . .

S*(5)— rf9 because estimates are scored identically in the forward 'S -• • •' / '*

case rcxardless of the direction of the trajectory toward the . . . " \. •' ~ •
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point. Use GTISO(U,V,W) for initial adjoint particle directions.

The point adjoint source normalization is. in general, and then for the usual cases

N A W - JSm(P)dP

- / R(r)dr J R(£)dE
r s

% Rt f
t **

4* 2 Rt
g

The adjoint source energy normalization. 2 )£ ( . is done automatically by the MORSE code for all cases.
i • ' • . . . ' • • • • ' •

VLB. Surface adjoint source , . .

The two usual forward surface estimators are flux <**1/W and current J. Although the estimation of 4

in AFOR - j*^(P)R(P)dP has angular dependence, it is assumed that R(P)-S*(P) doa not. However, if

A is a current (leakage across a boundary), then XFOR — J^(P)fidP — j*J(P)dP. But the response asso-

ciated with 4(P) is R(P) — is. Therefore, S*(Q) ™ ft to simulate a forward current estimator.



S*(r) — dA pick adjoint source points uniformly on the surface area
for which forward estimates would be scored independent
of position.

S*(E) =- Rt same as for point adjoint source

5$(S) — dsT same as for point source flux.
For forward estimation in only one direction,
such as leakage flux at the outer boundary,
adjoint particles are selected uniformly
in 2v steradians.

Sj(Q) for a leakage estimator, select adjoint directions from a
cosine distribution relative to the normal of the surface.
For an interior boundary total current, half the particles
start in each direction.

The normalization for the flux and current sources are:

- \KA

- A
0

-1
-i_<M_<l

2TA 2
*

The normalization of particle emission from only one side of a boundary (0 _<c M -^ 1) would be 1/2 of each of the

above terms.

VI.C Volume adjoint source

The two common forward volume flux estimators, collision density and path length, are simulated by the

same adjoint source. Forward current estimators are not considered here.

S*(r) — dV select positions uniformly in the volume

S*(E) - Rt same as for point

S*(ft) - dS same as for point if forward estimation is isotropic



A volume adjoint source normalization is similar to that for the boundary flux

If a calculation involves some unusual forward response function, such as a collimated detector, so that

S*(5) is uniform in some interval other than 4r or 2x, this must be included both in the source emission

and normalization. The functional form of any variable, continuous or discrete, must be accounted for in

boih processes. Adjoint particles should not be started where the forward response is zero, i.e., for Rt = 0,

or for groups below that corresponding to ECUT in a simulated forward calculation; or in volumes, on sur-

faces, at points, or in directions for which no forward scopes would have been made for a particular evalua-

tion of A. Only one (forward) detector can be evaluated in one adjoint calculation, in contrast to a forward

calculation. However, the adjoint mode can evaluate this detector response for multiple (forward) sources,

which the forward mode cannot. All of the forward response non-zero phase space must be sampled for the

adjoint source. If natural sampling is inadequate for good statistics, then the same general biasing tech-

niques for forward source selection should be applied. . ' :-

The user estimation routines for HORSE adjoint calculations are ident-

ical to those for the forward mode is terms of code variables and tech-

niques used. The adjoint flux 4 * is the mathematical importance function

regardless of what estimator is used. The emergence adjoint particle den-

sity* VATB * 2̂ 0* , is the value function; It must tie remembered that the

adjoint "side" of a collision, incoming or outgoing, corresponds to the

opposite of that in the forward sense. In the following sections, the



adjoint response R*(P) * forward source S(P), is given for each tyxe of

geonetrie detector. There can be multiple adjoint detectors of different

types (forward sources) for one calculation.

VI.D. Point adjoint detector

This case corresponds to adjoint flux from next-event estimation (REL-

COL) including an uncoilided estimate (SDATA).

R«(r) « S(r) - 8(r-r"o) point detector input (cards C O

R*(E) « S standard response input (cards FF) using the forward
source spectrum (unnormalized fraction of forward
source particles in each group, i.e., what would go
into card El for a forward case) - see comments
regarding S*(E)

R*(8) • S(Q) for a isotropic forward source &*(&) * l/4n;
otherwise, the angular dependence of the estimation
trajectory from RELCOL or SDATA must fee considered.

The forward source normalization (adjoint detector) is

NFOR " ^ S(r)dx / S(E)dE /S(Q)dO

2 Sg

The result of an adjoint calculation J.^ is, when normalized to give

the results in terms of a unit forward source

JL.*FOR



where N.__ is the adjoint source normalization from any*of the above eases

(Section VI. A, B, or C). It is seen that the ratio of ^-jmj/NpoR is the

sane whether or not £ S * 1 or R*(3) * 1 or l/4n. In scoring with
g * .

R*(E)»S in the &.» result, any normalization in S will cancel with that

in Np Q R * 2
S
K> Likewise, the normalization of R*(Q) will also cancel in

the Xyjj and N F 0 R, i.e., if S(Q) in the N p o R above has the If An, then the

estimator in ^AJVJ must also contain 11 An. Any variable or constant term

appearing in the ^wyj estimator must appear exactly the same in

VI.E. Surface adjoint detector

Just as for a forward case, a surface adjoint estimator can evaluate

J* or 4 • ™ J*/ljil (1TBC or lTIBC/lul). However, only 4 * can be used to

score with the forward source S(P) from X ^ • / i *(P)S(P)dP. Using J*

would be equivalent to scoring with another forward source |iS(P), but S(P)

is fixed and cannot be changed. To score total forward leakage J * VMJJ

would require S* • S «• u to be the proper adjoint leakage source, regard-

less of the adjoint scoring function S « R* used here. Standard grazing

angle techniques must be employed for 4 * evaluation at a boundary.

It is the adjoint current J* that is used in coupling techniques in

the response mode, i.e., adjoint MORSE-forward DOT in DOMINO, just as J is

used for forward HORSE-adjoint DOT. This is because DOT provides a flux

rather than a current, as for t physical source.

HOR* W T ( a * ) d 5 * XADJ
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The i «A1,(n*fl) or 4 ur_(n'O) is just J or J* and

*FOR" f U d 5 " W f

For tke surface a'djoint detector

R*(r) * S(r) - I/A divide by the surface area for each score

R*(E) * S same as for point adjoint detector

R*(5) • S(Q) forward source angular distribution

For azimuthally symmetric adjoint estimation across (forward

emission from) only one side of a surface S(fl) « f(u)/2n, and f(u) »

l/2it for isotropic emission, u/n for cosine emission, and 8(u-u )/2n

for monodirectional emission, which could be scored only with next-

event adjoint estimation to a surface, i.e., no adjoint particle could

cross exactly in the right direction. The functional form of any

other continuous or discrete S(fl) would be scored depending on the

adjoint direction, -fl, crossing the surface, i.e., the 0^-, * -S is in

the opposite sense of the forward source emission. The forward source

(adjoint response) normalixation is, for only one side of a surface

(0 1 nil)

2n_ 2n 1
!!,,„,. - / dA/A > S / dtf / f(u)du
TOR A g * 0 0

1_ 1
In J S / f(u)du

g • o

In determining the result for a unit forward source *pOp# «s for

the point adjoint detector above, the source spectrum normalixation

cancels in the ^jyjj/Nijvr ***io. Likewise i f the inverse of the area A

were not included in the estimate for ^inj* i t would be included in



the Np0R, i.e, S(r" ) would be unity and the integral would give A.

VI.F. Volume adjoint estimator

The procedure here would be the same for both adjoint collision

density or path length estimators in a volume where forward source

selection would normally be uniform in volume and isotropic in direc

tion.

R*(r) - S(r) * 1/V divide by the source volume

R*(E) » S same as for point adjoint detector

R*(&) * S(0) » 1/4JT forward source angular distribution

As for the surface adjoinf response, if the 1/V and l/4n were replaced

by unity in the evaluation of JLinj* these terms would appear in NpQR giving

the same 3Wj0R. The same comments apply also to the source spectrum normal-

ization. ••

Time dependent adjoint calculations are performed the same as forward

calculations with regard to the time variable. The elapsed time At is the

same whether time goes "forward" or "backward." Thus, after the other

variables are selected from the adjoint source S*«R, the time is seleoted

from the forward S(t), often 8(t-t ) . The adjoint particle is scored with

the forward response R(t), usually unity, i.e., the particles are scored

the sane regardless of the value of the time variable. The time cutoff and

time collection intervals are also the same as for the forward case.



Several general comments can be Bade concerning tie adjoint results.

If it is desired to calculate total forward flvz 4 or current J, i,e.,

^ADJ * ' o r J» then the adjoiat source S*«R would be unity in all groups.

That is, adjoint particles are selected uniformly in group amber since

R(E) • 1 for i or J calculation in the forward node. Energy group depen-

dent adjoint results have no correspondence to the forward calculated gronp

results, but the integrated quantities are the sane, **«» * *-ITVT» **•» the

appropriate normalizations are applied.

VI.6. Forward energy-dependent results from adjoiat calculations

It is possible to obtain forward energy dependent results from adjoint

calculations by scoriag ia the adjoiat respoase R*-S with the energy group

29

of the adjoint source rather than the energy group of the estimation. To

score forward flux, the adjoint source S* m R would be unity for all

groups. la the call to FLTOST ia the adjoiat estimation routine, use 16

(or IGO) ia the normal place, and ia aa additional calling parameter use

the group number selected for that particle ia the source routine, I6S.

This could be done by filling a uses array in common ia the source routine.

i.e., COMMON/S<XJGP/ISG(NSTRT) where NSXST is the number of source parti-

cles, aad settiag ISG(NAUEX)«IG for each source particle. Any secondary

geaerated particle will hare the same NAHEX value as the generating parti-

cle. The call to FLUXST ia the estimation routine would use IGS"ISG(NAJJEX)

as the additioaal calling parameter. This procedure could also be done by

use of aa unused NDTRON common variable, e.g., AGE for a time independent

calculation. Set AGB-IG ia the source routine, aad IGS~AGE for the call to

FLVXST (make allowance for any fixed-floating point number roundoff)« The



increaentation of AGE in subroutine NXTCOL aust be deactivated. The first

card in SUBROUTINE ELUZST aust be changed to accept the additional calling

parameter. Before tie final loop,in the variable IB, change I6E (the stan-

dard energy parameter) to IGS. If this procedure is nsed with adjoint

MORSE in DOMINO, the standard ELDXST is called with. IGS as the first param-

eter since the coupling code automatically selects the correct DOT forward

flux.

Hie energy-dependent results froa the above procedure will be the saae

as those from a forward calculation (within statistics) when given the

appropriate normalizations. This is the saae as aaking a separate adjoint

calculation for e'ach group, as is necessary for determining discrete ordi-

nates forward flux froa adjoint calculations. This procedure of forward

differential results froa adjoint calculation can be extended, in princi-

ple, to any variable by scoring (calling FLUXST) with the variable of the

adjoint source rather than the value at the tiae of estiaation. That is,

divide the source into angular or spatial intervals (like energy intervals)

and score with these intervals when a particle reaches the detector.

•

VI.H. Exaaple of HORSE adjoint calculations

Given here are two exaaples of adjoint MORSE calculations which are

extensions of those given earlier. The forward procedures are also

given. Consider a sphere of radius R of one media centered at I»T»Z-0

with a unifoxa volumetric and isotropic angular source. The source energy

dependence S is different for each of the NKTO groups. It is desired to

calculate the total leakage at the outer surface. Start particles with



unit weight (WTSTRTV1 on card C) in both eases. The forward calculation i s

straightforward i s MORSE.and i t as follows;

• The source spectra i s input into cards El.

• Set UINP»VINP"WINP"O on card D (isotropic source directions).

• In a user source routine cal l GTISO(XX,IY,ZZ) for an isotropic

rector, set the radius KAD-R*(FLTBNF(O))**O .33333, then I-KAD*XX,

Y«RAD*YY, and Z»RAD**ZZ (unifora r o l u e t r i c source).

• Input a unit response (1.0 in each group) on cards FF.

• Score 11BC in ELTJXST in a user routine called fraa BANDt(8).

This f ires total leakage at the outer surface.

In the adjoint calculation:

Input a unit spectrua (1.0 in each group) in cards £1 . This i s

because in the forward calculation the WTBC was multiplied by 1.0

before final scoring.

Set ENI^YINP-0.0 and ZINP—R on card O, i . e . , a l l particles

start at 0,0,-R. Since the entire probles i s spherically

•e tr i c , this procedure correctly sismlates a unifom adjoint



source selection over the complete surface. 'Any non-symmetry

anywhere in the system would disallow this method. The general

procedure would be the same as for X,T,Z in the forward case for

RAD-R.

* In a user source routine, set f"SQRT(FLTKNF(O)) - see Sj(r) in

Section VLB. Call AZIRN (SX,CX) and set U»SQRT(1.-¥*W)*CX and

V-SQRT(l.-¥*f)*SX. It is because of this angular selection that

the source position was set at 0,0,-R. Any positions off the

coordinate axes would require coordinate transformations for

these initial direction cosines, as for the second source example

(Section V.D).

Input the forward source S into the response (cards FF) is the

forward group order.

• Call a user written GOLDEN from BANKR(5) and score CON-ITBC/^ in

FLUXST. The X, is froa a call to MSIGTA with group nmber 160.

The resulting leakage of each calculation normalized to one source

particle appears under the TOTAL RESPONSE column for DETECTOR 1 in the

HORSE output. To equate the adjoint result to that of the forward, the

following normalizations are needed:

NADT



This normalization is from Section VI.B, the first* term is the surface

integration and the second tern the angular integration. The energy ten,

in this case numerictlly equal to the amber of groups NMTG due to a i n

over the unit response, is included in the result automatically by the

code. The message in older versions of UORSE to do this multiplication by

hand should be ignored if the standard NRDN routine is included. It is

only the adjoint source energy normalization (referred to as DFF) that is

included in the code.

The other normalization term is (see Section VI.F):

NFOR " U/3nR > (4n) £ Sg

Each of these terms could have appeared in tie adjoint score in GOLDEN for

, i.e.. CM^ITBC/JT/NJ^, «ad the X,^ - ̂ N ^ / M ^ would hare been

unchanged. The first term in N ^ is [R*(r)]-1 - V. the second

4K, and the last term could have been easily normalized to unity in the

input data. When CON is multiplied by the E*(E)-S in MORSE following the

call to FLUXST, any non-normalization in each S is included in 1 ^ , so

the effects cancel and Am- is unchanged. If S is zero in any group, then

no source particles are started and no adjoint estimation is made in those

groups. But since R "1 is all groups, all groups must be included in both,

calculations. The final normalization for converting the adjoint generated

result XIJJJ to that given by the forward calculation, for a normalized

source spectrum Jsf-1, is ̂  - N ^ / N ^ X ^ - 0.75/R • X ^ where
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should agree with the forward result within some statistical uncertainty.

As a second' ezaaple of a MORSE adjoint calculation, consider the sys—

ten in Fig. 19. Particles impinge monodirectionally on the rolume at X-0.0

in a circular cross-section bean of radius K centered at Y«0.0, Z"0.0. The

particle beam is also monoenergetic and this energy is in the highest

energy group, IG"1 in the forward structure. It is desired to determine

the total sad energy dependent (forward) flux at a detector point

(XD,YD,ZD) embedded in the volume as shown.

The steps for the forward calculation are:

• ISGtfR*! (card C) source energy group.

• DINP"1.0, yiSBminHBmO, monodireotional beam.

.* In a user source routine set RAD • R*SQ£T(FLTRNF(O) < and call

AZIBN(SX,CX); set X»0, T-SAD*SX, Z-EAD-CI - uniform starting

positions in the circular beam at the edge of the rolume.

• Input unit response - all 1.0s on cards FF.

• Input detector location XD»YJ>,ZD on card CC.



ADJOINT RANDOM WALK

ADJOINT NEXT-EVENT ESTIMATION

FORWARD CIRCULAR
SOURCE BEAM

Y=O
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VOID COLLIDING
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X-0

NO UNCOLLIDED
ESTIMATION FOR
DETECTOR NOT
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UNCOLLIDED ESTIMATION
NECESSARY FOR DETECTOR
IN BEAM

ADJOINT SCORE (ESTIMATION
TRAJECTORY IN BEAM)

NO ADJOINT SCORE
^ (ESTIMATION TRAJECTORY

NOT IN BEAM)

VOID

FIGURE 19. Second adjoint calculation example
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•b Score flux axing next-erent estimation in the'standard RELCOL

called fro. BANKRC5)

• If the detector location is oatside the extension of the soarce

I 2 2rbean, R < VjZD +ID , there is no oncollided flux; otherwise, call

SDATA from BANER(l). The standard contribution here must be

changed doe to the nonodirectional soarce to

CON*¥ATE*EXP<ARG>/AREA

where AREA is the cross sectional area of the bean, 4nBT, and

should not be confused with the tern given for estimation to a

point from an isotropic source. This AREA term arises since only

one line in the beaa can actually pass through the detector posi-

tion, but a score is Bade for all source particles.

• The total and energy-dependent flux will b« output by inputting

data on cards HH. The infinite variance characteristic of the

point detector estimator in EELGOL is neglected in this example;

however* unrealistic results may occur.

«

The adjoint calculation of this problem* where the point detector

problem does not appear* i s as follows:

• Set INIP'ID, TKIF«TJ>» ZNIP»ZD on card 0 (point adjoint source).
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• Set UINP"VINP"¥INP-0 on card D (isotropic source).

• In a source routine, save the source group IGS for each particle

(see Section VI.G).

• Input S » 1.0 for a l l groups on cards El (S • R).

* Input data for two detectors on cards BB and CC, both positions

at XD"ID-ZD-0.0.

* Input R, « 1.0 and R » 0.0 for a l l other groups on cards FF (R

* Si and S- • 1 and S • 0 , j f l The code reverses the group

structure.)

* Call a nod i f led version of R&LCOL frost BANE(R). If the co l l i s ion

point i s outside the beam, \ j r+2r > £» RETURN (no score i s

made). Otherwise, set XD«0.0,XD"Y,ZI>"Z (do not use the usual

values from blank common) as the detector point in the beam on

the edge of the volume. If the selected energy group IL i s not

NHIG, the largest group ntaber (highest energy)» RETURN. The

code reverses the group structure for adjoint calculations so

that R • 1 i s now in IG-NKTO. This test i s included only for

efficiency since R "0 for the other groups and the ultimate con-

tribution to the flux wi l l be zero in the other groups. The

estimator i s CON-WATE*ESP(ARG). No AREA or 4nr2 ic needed. AREA

wil l be included in N—.. The usual cosine division for a flux

estimator i s unity due to the nonodireetional forward source.
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Thus, there is also no (razing angle problea here.

* If an uncoilided estimate is necessary [call SDATA from BANZR(l)]

in the forward case, it is calculated exactly the same as for

RELGOL. Here only particles in IG-NMTG contribute and the AREA

division is not needed as for the forward uncoilided term (all

source particles "see" the detector).

In RELCOL a second call to FLDXST for detector #2 will give forward

flux when the energy group used in FLUXST is not IL»NMIG as in the first

call to FLUXST, but the source group IGS for the particle NAME! value ts

set in the special source routine. However, the call to FLUXST is still

made only when IL»NMTG. Because R is non-zero in only one group, no

modification is needed in FLUXST (Sect. VI.G). The second call to FLUXST

in SDATA is the same as the first call since the group nmber is the same

in both calls.

The adjoint results X_. must be adjusted to compare with the forward

results. The adjoint point source normalization is (see Section VI.A)

N^«a4ir for the isotropic source. The £ R is included in the &.» by the

code. The Np^g-AREA^nR since the area was not divided into the estimation

in RELCOL and SDATA as R*(r), i.e., R*(r)-1 not I/AREA. The J S « 1 and

f(u>-S(u-uo)/2nA(see Sootion VI.E). The adjoint results are adjusted to

give JL.A_ to compare with the forward calculated results as

*ADJ
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. The forward calculated results could be poor due to-the point detector

estimator. In the adjoint results, detected 1 gives the response and

adjoint energy-depenaent flux and detector 2 gives the same response but

the forward energy flux from an adjoint calculation. The forward calcu-

lated energy dependent flux is divided by AE in eV, but will agree with the

adjoint calculated forward flux if, in the forward problem, input for the

energies (cards El) is 1.0, for which the code sets AE»1.0.

VI.I. Comments on MORSE adjoint calculations

It has been shown that with only a little extra thought and effort,

adjoint MORSE calculations ere no more difficult than forward calculations.

Fox both modes, much of the physics and theory are contained within the

aultigroup cross-section structure. The user is concerned only with

source, estimation, and normalization processes. Since many radiation

transport problems are more amenable to adjoint solution than to forward, a

multigroup code such as HORSE greatly increases a user's capability. It

has also been shown that not only are total integrated responses available,

but also forward, energy-dependent quantities. In principle, it is possible

to extend this forward differential capability to spatial and anglar depen-

dence by starting and scoring these variables in intervals in the same

•anner as for the energy intervals of the aultigroup structure. It is pos-

sible to calculate the forward flux in a detector from each of multiple

forward sources in one adjont calculation, allowing the use of multiple

forward response functions. However, statistical uncertainty considera-

tion a will usually preclude the utilization of all possible results from

any one calculation. By reversing the preeeding techniques, obtaining



adjoint quantities from forward calculations, Multiple source* as well as

responses may be evaluated in one forward calculation (see Sect. VI.6 and

Ref. 29).

In applying source, estimation, and normalization techniques to

adjoint calculations, it is aonetimes helpful to first look only at uncol-

lided results, i.e., intermediate collisions should have no effect on these

general methods. Also, if the source and detector can be described in one

or two distensions, then the techniques can be tested against discrete

j which are generally nore straightforward.
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VII. Documentation and Sample Problems

The basic manual for MORSE-CG is ORNL-4972 by M. B. Eramctt. There are also two revisions to this manual

ORNL-4972/R1 and ORNL-4972/R2: the first containing corrections and updates and the second an addendum of sample ;

problems. The basic manual also includes the PICTURE code for two-dimensional geometry plots. The original MORSE \

manual. ORNL-4585, although now out of date in many respects, contains numerous subroutine flow charts still applicable

to much of the current code. Use of these charts in conjunction with FORTRAN listings and the routine descriptions in the

current manual is helpful for writing user routines and making changes in the codi. Thi next manual will be for MORSE- ,

CGA. the array geometry version. The manual for this array geometry, MARS, and its three-dimensional georaetry^pack-

age, JUNEBUG, are pan of the SCALE system document.5 There is also a good general MORSE code reference for the

Sandia National Laboratory version of MORSE-SGC.30 Many useful examples for user routines are found in this report.

However, this code is completely different from the ORNL code, and caution must be used when applying specific details of

one code or manual to the other. Documents related 10 other features of the MORSE-CG code system or closely related

codes are:

PICTURE1 (two-dimensional geometry plot)

JUNEBUG5 (three-dimensional geometry plot)

Collision plotting2* (collision density and geometry plot)

DOMINO24 (MORSE-DOT coupling)

BREESE19-21 (albedo routines)

CARP20 (albedo data)

VCS*5 (special adjoint MORSE-forward DOT coupling)

Criticality calculations in MORSE11 (general capabilities)

Each new application of MORSE usually results in some new user-routine capability. Reported work often not only explaiitft



the theory or techniques used in MORSE, but often gives subroutine listings in the appendices. The input data and special

routines for nine sample problems featuring various options in MORSE are given in the MORSE code package from RSIC

The sample problem report ORNL-4972/R2 gives a summary and input data for each problem. The complete output list-

ings are in this report in a microfiche pacLet. These sample problem features are:

1. neutrons, point source, spherical geometry, boundary crossing

2. neutron-secondary gamma-ray production for problem #1

3. time-dependent adjoint for problem #2

4. k^ffor small sphere. SOURCE for first batch

5. time-dependent k̂ f. special BANKR

6. primary gamma-ray source, similar to problem #1

7. cross-section (XCHEKR) preparation

8. collision density estimator for problem #1, special ENDRUN

9. example of PICTURE, two-dimensional geometry plot.



VIII. On-Going and Future Developments.

Among items currently in development or planned for inclusion in the MORSE code system are:

• Documentation and release to RSIC of the MARS geometry and associated JUNEBUG plotting capability.

With this addition MORSE-CG will become MORSE-CGA.

• Improve the efficiency of MARS and JUNEBUG.

• Document and release the torus body capability of combinatorial geometry.

• Make the gamma-ray Klcin-Nishina and pair production next-event estimator available by default and independ-

ent cf the cross-section library.

• Inclusion of an adjoint scattering treatment to alleviate the problem of very large particle weights that occur in

some situations for multiple scatter in media with large S j / Zf (adjoint non-absorption probability). ' .

• Continuation of a new DOT-MORSE coupling which, unlike DOMINO, allows the MORSE geometry to lie

independent of the DOT axis of symmetry. That is, in DOT RZ geometry, the MORSE geometry does not haw

to be symmetric about the DOT cylindrical axis. At present this coupling is available only in the response mode >

(forward-adjoint coupling). j
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